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I.  Apertura del período de sesiones 
(Tema 1 del programa) 

A.  Ceremonia de bienvenida 

1. La apertura oficial del período de sesiones fue precedida de una ceremonia de bienvenida para 
inaugurar el séptimo período de sesiones del Grupo de Trabajo Especial sobre los nuevos compromisos de 
las Partes del anexo I con arreglo al Protocolo de Kyoto (GTE-PK) y el quinto período de sesiones del 
Grupo de Trabajo Especial sobre la cooperación a largo plazo en el marco de la Convención (GTE-CLP). 

2. Formularon declaraciones el Excmo. Sr. Matthias Machnig, Secretario de Estado, Ministro Federal 
de Medio Ambiente, Conservación de la Naturaleza y Seguridad Nuclear de Alemania, y el Sr. Yvo de Boer, 
Secretario Ejecutivo de la secretaría de la Convención Marco, que agradeció al Gobierno de Alemania el 
generoso apoyo financiero prestado para este período de sesiones. 

B.  Apertura 

3. El séptimo período de sesiones del GTE-PK se celebró en el Maritim Hotel de Bonn (Alemania), 
del 29 de marzo al 8 de abril de 2009. 

4. El Presidente del GTE-PK, Sr. Harald Dovland (Noruega), declaró abierto el período de sesiones y 
dio la bienvenida a todas las Partes y observadores.  También dio la bienvenida al Sr. Mama Konaté 
(Malí) como Vicepresidente del GTE-PK. 

5. El Sr. Dovland recordó que el GTE-PK, en la reanudación de su sexto período de sesiones, había 
elaborado un ambicioso programa de trabajo para 2009, que incluía principalmente la plena dedicación a 
las negociaciones.  Recordó a los delegados que en Poznan se había acordado que en su séptimo período 
de sesiones el GTE-PK trataría de adoptar conclusiones sobre la escala de las reducciones de las 
emisiones que debían lograr las Partes del anexo I en su conjunto y llegar a una conclusión sobre un 
proyecto de texto de enmienda1. 

6. Hicieron declaraciones representantes de ocho Partes, de los cuales uno en nombre del Grupo de 
los 77 y China, uno en nombre del Grupo de Convergencia, uno en nombre de la Alianza de los Pequeños 
Estados Insulares (AOSIS), uno en nombre del Grupo Africano, uno en nombre de la Comunidad Europea 
y sus Estados miembros2, uno en nombre del Grupo de Integridad Ambiental, uno en nombre de los 
países menos adelantados y uno en nombre del Grupo de Estados de América Latina y el Caribe.  

II.  Cuestiones de organización 
(Tema 2 del programa) 

A.  Aprobación del programa 
(Tema 2 a) del programa) 

7. En su primera sesión, el 29 de marzo, el GTE-PK consideró una nota del Secretario Ejecutivo que 
contenía el programa provisional y sus anotaciones (FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/1).  

                                                 
1 FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/8, párr. 60 a). 

2 La posición expresada en esta declaración fue apoyada por Bosnia y Herzegovina, Croacia, la ex República 
Yugoslava de Macedonia y Serbia. 
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8. En la misma sesión se aprobó el siguiente programa: 

1. Apertura del período de sesiones. 

2. Cuestiones de organización: 

 a) Aprobación del programa; 

b) Organización de los trabajos del período de sesiones; 

c) Elección de la Mesa. 

3. Examen de la escala de las reducciones de las emisiones que deben lograr las Partes del 
anexo I en su conjunto. 

4. Contribución de las Partes del anexo I, individual o conjuntamente, a la escala de las 
reducciones de las emisiones que deben lograr las Partes del anexo I en su conjunto. 

5. Otras cuestiones derivadas de la aplicación del programa de trabajo del Grupo de Trabajo 
Especial sobre los nuevos compromisos de las Partes del anexo I con arreglo al Protocolo de 
Kyoto: 

a) El comercio de los derechos de emisión y los mecanismos basados en proyectos; 

b) Uso de la tierra, cambio de uso de la tierra y silvicultura; 

c) Examen de la información sobre las posibles consecuencias ambientales, económicas 
y sociales, incluidos los efectos secundarios de los instrumentos, políticas, medidas y 
metodologías a disposición de las Partes del anexo I; 

d) La cobertura de los gases de efecto invernadero, sectores y categorías de fuentes; 

e) Sistemas de medición comunes para calcular la equivalencia en dióxido de carbono de 
las emisiones antropógenas por las fuentes y la absorción antropógena por los 
sumideros; 

f) Enfoques que pueden aplicarse a las emisiones sectoriales; 

g) Cuestiones jurídicas derivadas del mandato del Grupo de Trabajo Especial sobre los 
nuevos compromisos de las Partes del anexo I con arreglo al Protocolo de Kyoto; 

h) Otras cuestiones. 

6. Otros asuntos. 

7. Informe del período de sesiones. 

B.  Organización de los trabajos del período de sesiones 
(Tema 2 b) del programa) 

9. El GTE-PK examinó este subtema en su segunda sesión el 30 de marzo.  El Presidente hizo una 
propuesta para la organización de los trabajos del séptimo período de sesiones, que figura en el posible 
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esquema3.  Un representante de Sudáfrica, en nombre del Grupo de los 77 y China, presentó una 
propuesta alternativa. 

10. Tras celebrar consultas, el GTE-PK dio su conformidad a la propuesta de organización de los 
trabajos formulada por el Presidente, basada en la propuesta alternativa presentada por el representante 
de Sudáfrica en nombre del Grupo de los 77 y China.  El GTE-PK acordó centrar su trabajo en los 
temas 3 y 4 del programa conjuntamente, así como en el tema 5 g) del programa.  

11. El Presidente propuso que se establecieran los siguientes grupos de contacto: 

a) Uno que abordara conjuntamente los temas 3 y 4 del programa; 

b) Uno que abordara el tema 5 g) del programa; 

c) Uno que abordara el tema 5 c) del programa; 

d) Uno que abordara el tema 5 a) del programa; 

e) Uno que abordara el tema 5 b) del programa. 

12. También propuso que se trabajara en los temas 5 d), 5 e), 5 f) y 5 h) del programa mediante 
consultas oficiosas.  

13. En la misma sesión, el Presidente informó a los delegados sobre las actividades anteriores al 
período de sesiones que se habían desarrollado la semana anterior, a saber:  

a) Consultas a fondo sobre el comercio de los derechos de emisión y los mecanismos basados 
en proyectos, que se celebraron el 26 de marzo; 

b) Consultas a fondo sobre el uso de la tierra, el cambio de uso de la tierra y la silvicultura 
(UTS), que se celebraron el 26 de marzo; 

c) Una introducción oficiosa a las notas preparadas por el Presidente para el séptimo período de 
sesiones, que tuvo lugar el 27 de marzo; 

d) Un taller sobre las cuestiones relativas a la escala de las reducciones de las emisiones que 
deben lograr las Partes del anexo I, que tuvo lugar el 27 de marzo. 

14. Formularon declaraciones representantes de 18 Partes, de los cuales uno en nombre del Grupo de 
los 77 y China y uno en nombre de la Comunidad Europea y sus Estados miembros4. 

C.  Elección de la Mesa 
(Tema 2 c) del programa) 

15. El GTE-PK examinó este subtema en su primera sesión, el 29 de marzo, su segunda sesión, 
el 30 de marzo, su tercera sesión, el 31 de marzo, y su cuarta sesión, el 8 de abril.  

                                                 
3 FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/2. 

4 La posición expresada en la declaración fue apoyada por Bosnia y Herzegovina, Croacia, la ex República 
Yugoslava de Macedonia y Serbia. 
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16. En la primera sesión, el Presidente informó al GTE-PK de que el Presidente del cuarto período de 
sesiones de la Conferencia de las Partes en calidad de reunión de las Partes en el Protocolo de Kyoto 
(CP/RP), Sr. Maciej Nowicki (Polonia), había invitado al Sr. Eric Mugurusi (República Unida de 
Tanzanía), Vicepresidente del cuarto período de sesiones de la CP/RP, a que celebrara en su nombre 
consultas acerca de las candidaturas para la Mesa del GTE-PK.  El Sr. Mugurusi proporcionó información 
actualizada sobre las consultas en las sesiones primera, segunda y tercera, donde informó a los delegados 
de que proseguían las consultas. 

17. En la cuarta sesión, el Sr. Mugurusi informó al GTE-PK de que se había llegado a un acuerdo entre 
los grupos regionales sobre los candidatos a Presidente, Vicepresidente y Relator del GTE-PK.  El Grupo, 
a propuesta del Presidente, eligió por aclamación al Sr. John W. Ashe (Antigua y Barbuda) como 
Presidente, al Sr. Harald Dovland (Noruega) como Vicepresidente, y al Sr. Miroslav Spasojevic (Serbia) 
como Relator.  Se informó al GTE-PK de que los miembros electos de la Mesa tomarían posesión de sus 
cargos a partir de la conclusión del séptimo período de sesiones. 

18. En la misma sesión, el Sr. Mugurusi también transmitió la petición del Coordinador del Grupo 
Africano de que en el informe de este período de sesiones se recogieron los dos puntos siguientes: 

a) La decisión del Grupo Africano de retirar su candidato al cargo de Presidente del GTE-PK 
no debe considerarse un precedente con respecto a la designación de candidatos a los 
órganos establecidos en virtud de la Convención y el Protocolo de Kyoto en futuros períodos 
de sesiones; 

b) El Grupo Africano se reserva el derecho a proponer candidatos para cualquier cargo en los 
órganos establecidos en virtud de la Convención y el Protocolo de Kyoto de conformidad 
con el proyecto de reglamento que se aplica. 

III.  Examen de la escala de las reducciones de las emisiones que 
deben lograr las Partes del anexo I en su conjunto 

(Tema 3 del programa) 

IV.  Contribución de las Partes del anexo I, individual o 
conjuntamente, a la escala de las reducciones de 

emisiones que deben lograr las Partes del 
anexo I en su conjunto 

(Tema 4 del programa) 

1. Deliberaciones 

19. El GTE-PK examinó estos temas en sus sesiones segunda y cuarta.  Tuvo ante sí los documentos 
FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/3, FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/4 y FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/MISC.1 y Add.1 y 2. 

20. En la segunda sesión, el Presidente del GTE-PK proporcionó un resumen del taller anterior al 
período de sesiones sobre las cuestiones relativas a la escala de las reducciones de las emisiones que 
deben lograr las Partes del anexo I mencionado en el párrafo 13 d) supra.  

21. En su segunda sesión, el GTE-PK acordó establecer un grupo de contacto, presidido por el 
Presidente del GTE-PK, para que examinara estos temas conjuntamente.  Formularon declaraciones los 
representantes de diez Partes, de los cuales uno en nombre del Grupo de los 77 y China, uno en nombre 
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de la Comunidad Europea y sus Estados miembros5 y uno en nombre de la AOSIS.  También formularon 
declaraciones representantes de entidades de las Naciones Unidas y se hicieron declaraciones en nombre 
de las organizaciones no gubernamentales (ONG) de los sectores empresarial e industrial.  En la cuarta 
sesión se hizo una declaración en nombre de las ONG que se ocupan del medio ambiente.  

22. En la cuarta sesión, el Presidente informó sobre la labor del grupo de contacto mencionado en el 
párrafo 21.  El GTE-PK consideró y aprobó las conclusiones6 propuestas por el Presidente.  

2. Conclusiones 

23. De conformidad con su programa de trabajo y con las conclusiones aprobadas en la reanudación de 
su sexto período de sesiones, el GTE-PK examinó la escala de las reducciones de las emisiones que 
debían lograr las Partes del anexo I en su conjunto.  

24. El GTE-PK recordó que su labor debía estar guiada por una visión común del reto que planteaba el 
objetivo fundamental de la Convención, basada en los principios y otras disposiciones pertinentes de la 
Convención y su Protocolo de Kyoto.  Reafirmó que el cumplimiento de su programa de trabajo 
dependería principalmente de la labor de las Partes, y que coordinaría sus actividades con las de otros 
órganos y procesos de la Convención, especialmente de su Protocolo de Kyoto, aprovechando los 
resultados de interés que lograran y el trabajo que estuvieran realizando, con el fin de evitar la 
duplicación.  El GTE-PK recordó que mantendría la coherencia entre la Convención y su Protocolo de 
Kyoto en relación con los compromisos de las Partes del anexo I.  

25. El GTE-PK tomó nota de la información, incluida la de carácter científico, y las opiniones 
presentadas por las Partes sobre la escala de las reducciones de las emisiones que debían lograr las Partes 
del anexo I en su conjunto, la contribución de las Partes del anexo I, individual o conjuntamente y 
conforme a lo dispuesto en el artículo 4 del Protocolo de Kyoto, a esa escala y otras cuestiones 
pertinentes7.  También tomó nota de las opiniones adicionales sobre dicha escala expresadas por las 
Partes en los debates relativos a los temas 3, 4 y 5 g) del programa.  

26. El 27 de marzo de 2009, el GTE-PK celebró un taller sobre las cuestiones relacionadas con la 
escala de las reducciones de las emisiones que deben lograr las Partes del anexo I.  El Sr. Harald Dovland, 
Presidente del GTE-PK, presidió el taller.  El Grupo tomó nota de las opiniones y la información 
presentadas en el taller y del informe del Presidente8. 

27. El GTE-PK tomó nota del intercambio de información sobre los potenciales de mitigación y la 
comparabilidad de los esfuerzos entre las Partes del anexo I mediante comunicaciones voluntarias y 
talleres organizados por las Partes.  Alentó a las Partes a que siguieran intercambiando información sobre 
esos asuntos de manera similar.  

28. El Grupo inició su examen de la contribución de las Partes del anexo I, individual o conjuntamente 
y conforme a lo dispuesto en el artículo 4 del Protocolo de Kyoto, a la escala de las reducciones de las 
emisiones que deben lograr las Partes del anexo I en su conjunto. 

                                                 
5 La posición expresada en la declaración fue apoyada por Bosnia y Herzegovina, Croacia, la ex República 
Yugoslava de Macedonia y Serbia. 

6 Aprobadas como documento FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/L.6. 

7 FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/MISC.1 y Add.1 y 2, FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/CRP.3 y FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/MISC.7. 

8 Véase el anexo I. 
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29. El GTE-PK tomó nota con reconocimiento de la información sobre posibles objetivos cuantificados 
de limitación y reducción de las emisiones (OCLRE) presentada por algunas Partes del anexo I.  Reiteró 
su invitación a las Partes del anexo I que estuvieran en condiciones de hacerlo a que presentaran 
información adicional sobre posibles OCLRE antes del octavo período de sesiones del GTE-PK con miras 
a completar su labor para el quinto período de sesiones de la CP/RP. 

30. El GTE-PK recordó sus conclusiones recogidas en los párrafos 16 y 17 del documento 
FCCC/KP/AWG/2007/5 y los párrafos 18 y 19 del documento FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/8.  

31. El GTE-PK tomó nota de la información facilitada por algunas Partes durante su séptimo período 
de sesiones9 acerca de los recientes análisis científicos sobre la estabilización de las concentraciones de 
gases de efecto invernadero en la atmósfera en niveles inferiores a los calculados por el Grupo 
Intergubernamental de Expertos sobre el Cambio Climático en su Cuarto Informe de Evaluación, lo cual 
ponía de manifiesto la necesidad más urgente de hacer frente al cambio climático.  

32. El GTE-PK convino en proseguir sus deliberaciones sobre la escala de las reducciones de las 
emisiones que deben lograr las Partes del anexo I en su conjunto como elemento central de su octavo 
período de sesiones. 

V.  Otras cuestiones derivadas de la aplicación del programa de  
trabajo del Grupo de Trabajo Especial sobre los nuevos 

compromisos de las Partes del anexo I con arreglo 
al Protocolo de Kyoto 

(Tema 5 del programa) 

A.  El comercio de los derechos de emisión y los mecanismos basados en proyectos 
(Tema 5 a) del programa) 

1. Deliberaciones 

33. El GTE-PK examinó este tema en sus sesiones tercera y cuarta.  Tuvo ante sí los documentos 
FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/4, FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/INF.2 y FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/MISC.3 y Add.1 y 2. 

34. En la tercera sesión, el Sr. Dovland invitó a la Sra. Gertraud Wollansky (Austria) a presentar 
un breve resumen de las consultas a fondo anteriores al período de sesiones mencionadas en el 
párrafo 13 a) supra. 

35. También en su tercera sesión, el GTE-PK acordó establecer un grupo de contacto para examinar 
este tema, que estará copresidido por la Sra. Christiana Figures Olsen (Costa Rica) y la Sra. Gertraud 
Wollansky (Austria).  Formularon declaraciones representantes de cuatro Partes.  También se hizo una 
declaración en nombre de las ONG de los sectores empresarial e industrial. 

36. En la cuarta sesión, el Presidente informó sobre la labor del grupo de contacto mencionado en el 
párrafo 35.  El GTE-PK consideró y aprobó las conclusiones10 propuestas por el Presidente.  

                                                 
9 Véase la nota 7 supra. 

10 Aprobadas como documento FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/L.2. 
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2. Conclusiones 

37. De conformidad con su programa de trabajo y con las conclusiones aprobadas en la reanudación de 
su sexto período de sesiones, el GTE-PK prosiguió sus deliberaciones, entre otras cosas mediante la 
celebración de consultas a fondo, sobre las mejoras que podrían introducirse en el comercio de los 
derechos de emisión y en los mecanismos basados en proyectos señaladas en los anexos I y II del informe 
sobre la primera parte de su sexto período de sesiones11.  Los progresos realizados en estas deliberaciones 
se indican en el anexo III del presente documento.  El anexo IV de este documento sigue siendo objeto de 
examen.  

38. El GTE-PK tomó nota de las nuevas ideas presentadas por las Partes sobre el modo en que 
funcionarían las posibles mejoras del comercio de los derechos de emisión y de los mecanismos basados 
en proyectos12.  También tomó nota de la explicación más detallada de esas posibles mejoras elaborada 
por el Presidente del Grupo13.  Invitó a las Partes a que presentaran a la secretaría, a más tardar el 24 de 
abril de 2009, sus opiniones sobre los anexos III y IV del presente informe, que se recopilarían en un 
documento de la serie MISC para su examen en el octavo período de sesiones.  

39. El GTE-PK convino en proseguir sus deliberaciones sobre las cuestiones señaladas en el 
párrafo 37 supra en su octavo período de sesiones, en el contexto de las deliberaciones sobre el texto de la 
Presidencia indicado en el párrafo 74 b), teniendo en cuenta los anexos III y IV, las comunicaciones 
presentadas anteriormente por las Partes y las opiniones a las que se hace referencia en el párrafo 38.  

B.  Uso de la tierra, cambio de uso de la tierra y silvicultura 
(Tema 5 b) del programa) 

1. Deliberaciones 

40. El GTE-PK examinó este tema en sus sesiones tercera y cuarta.  Tuvo ante sí los documentos 
FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/4, FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/INF.1, y FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/MISC.5 y Add.1 y 
Corr.1. 

41. En la tercera sesión, el Sr. Dovland invitó al Sr. Brian Smith (Nueva Zelandia) a presentar un breve 
resumen sobre las consultas a fondo anteriores al período de sesiones mencionadas en el párrafo 13 b).  

42. También en su tercera sesión, el GTE-PK acordó establecer un grupo de contacto para examinar 
este tema, que estaría copresidido por el Sr. Brian Smith (Nueva Zelandia) y el Sr. Marcelo Rocha 
(Brasil).  Formularon declaraciones representantes de tres Partes.  También se hizo una declaración en 
nombre de las ONG que se ocupan del medio ambiente. 

43. En la cuarta sesión, el Sr. Rocha informó sobre la labor del grupo de contacto mencionado en el 
párrafo 42.  El GTE-PK consideró y aprobó las conclusiones14 propuestas por el Presidente.  

                                                 
11 FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/5. 

12 FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/MISC.3 y Add.1 y 2. 

13 FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/INF.2. 

14 Aprobadas como documento FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/L.3. 
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2. Conclusiones 

44. De conformidad con su programa de trabajo y con las conclusiones aprobadas en la reanudación de 
su sexto período de sesiones, el GTE-PK prosiguió sus deliberaciones, entre otras cosas mediante la 
celebración de consultas a fondo, sobre la manera de abordar, cuando procediera, las definiciones, 
modalidades, normas y directrices para el tratamiento del sector UTS.  

45. El GTE-PK tomó nota de las nuevas opiniones y propuestas presentadas por las Partes para aclarar 
las opciones, los elementos y las cuestiones mencionados en el anexo III del informe del GTE-PK sobre 
la primera parte de su sexto período de sesiones y en el anexo IV del informe del GTE-PK sobre la 
continuación de su quinto período de sesiones15.  Tomó nota asimismo del análisis más detallado 
preparado por el Presidente del Grupo16. 

46. El GTE-PK observó que los progresos realizados en su séptimo período de sesiones en relación 
con las cuestiones mencionadas en el párrafo 44 supra, indicados en el anexo V, podrían facilitar sus 
deliberaciones en el octavo período de sesiones.  Señaló que el anexo V no recogía todas las propuestas y 
opciones presentadas por las Partes en sus comunicaciones y durante los debates del actual período de 
sesiones.  El Grupo invitó a las Partes a que presentaran a la secretaría, a más tardar el 24 de abril 
de 2009, sus opiniones sobre el anexo V, que se recopilarían en un documento de la serie MISC para su 
examen en el octavo período de sesiones. 

47. El GTE-PK convino en proseguir sus deliberaciones sobre las cuestiones indicadas en el 
párrafo 44 supra en su octavo período de sesiones, en el contexto de las deliberaciones sobre el texto de la 
Presidencia mencionado en el párrafo 74 b) infra, teniendo en cuenta el anexo V, las anteriores 
comunicaciones de las Partes indicadas en el párrafo 45 supra y las opiniones a las que se hace referencia 
en el anterior párrafo 46. 

48. El GTE-PK pidió que el texto de la Presidencia mencionado en el párrafo anterior, al abordar, 
cuando procediera, las definiciones, modalidades, normas y directrices para el tratamiento del UTS, se 
basara en el anexo V.  

49. El GTE-PK alentó a las Partes a que intercambiaran información, en particular datos cuando 
se dispusiera de ellos, antes de su octavo período de sesiones a fin de aumentar su conocimiento de las 
repercusiones de las opciones y propuestas para el tratamiento del UTS.  Para facilitar ese intercambio de 
información, el GTE-PK invitó a las Partes a que presentaran información pertinente a la secretaría con 
carácter voluntario y extraoficial, y pidió a la secretaría que diese a conocer esa información a través del 
sitio web de la Convención Marco.  

C.  Examen de la información sobre las posibles consecuencias ambientales, económicas 
y sociales, incluidos los efectos secundarios, de los instrumentos, políticas, medidas y 

metodologías a disposición de las Partes del anexo I 
(Tema 5 c) del programa) 

1. Deliberaciones 

50. El GTE-PK examinó este tema en sus sesiones tercera y cuarta.  Tuvo ante sí los documentos 
FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/INF.3 y FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/MISC.4.  

                                                 
15 FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/MISC.5 y Add.1 y Corr.1. 

16 FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/INF.1. 
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51. El GTE-PK acordó establecer un grupo de contacto que estará presidido por el Vicepresidente del 
GTE-PK, Sr. Mama Konaté (Malí), y por el Sr. Paul Watkinson (Francia), para que examinara este tema.  
Formularon declaraciones los representantes de nueve Partes, de los cuales uno en nombre del Grupo de 
los 77 y China y uno en nombre de la Comunidad Europea y sus Estados miembros17.  Se hizo una 
declaración en nombre de ONG sindicales.  

52. En la cuarta sesión, el Vicepresidente informó sobre la labor del grupo de contacto mencionado en 
el párrafo 51.  El GTE-PK consideró y aprobó las conclusiones18 propuestas por el Presidente. 

2. Conclusiones 

53. De conformidad con su programa de trabajo y con las conclusiones aprobadas en la reanudación de 
su sexto período de sesiones, el GTE-PK siguió examinando la información sobre las posibles 
consecuencias ambientales, económicas y sociales, incluidos los efectos secundarios, de los instrumentos, 
políticas, medidas y metodologías a disposición de las Partes del anexo I (en adelante "las posibles 
consecuencias").  

54. El 30 de marzo de 2009, el GTE-PK celebró durante su período de sesiones un taller sobre las 
posibles consecuencias que fue presidido por el Vicepresidente del GTE-PK.  El GTE-PK tomó nota de 
las opiniones y la información presentadas en el taller, así como del informe resumido elaborado por el 
Presidente19.  

55. EL GTE-PK sostuvo un constructivo intercambio de opiniones sobre los aspectos relacionados con 
las posibles consecuencias, que se describen en detalle en el anexo VI.  

56. El GTE-PK invitó a las Partes a que, a más tardar el 4 de mayo de 2009, presentaran a la secretaría 
sus nuevas opiniones sobre las cuestiones expuestas en el anexo VI.  También pidió a la secretaría que 
recopilara esas opiniones en un documento de la serie MISC.  

57. El GTE-PK convino en continuar el examen de las posibles consecuencias en su octavo período de 
sesiones, sobre la base del anexo VI y de las comunicaciones de las Partes mencionadas en el párrafo 56, 
con el fin de transmitir los resultados de su trabajo a la CP/RP para que los examinara en su quinto 
período de sesiones, de conformidad con su programa de trabajo.  

D.  La cobertura de los gases de efecto invernadero, sectores y categorías de fuentes 
(Tema 5 d) del programa) 

E.  Sistemas de medición comunes para calcular la equivalencia en dióxido de  
carbono de las emisiones antropógenas por las fuentes y la absorción  

antropógena por los sumideros 
(Tema 5 e) del programa) 

                                                 
17 La posición expresada en la declaración fue apoyada por Bosnia y Herzegovina, Croacia, la ex República 
Yugoslava de Macedonia y Serbia. 

18  Aprobadas como documento FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/L.4. 

19 Véase el anexo II. 
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F.  Enfoques que pueden aplicarse a las emisiones sectoriales 
(Tema 5 f) del programa) 

1. Deliberaciones 

58. El GTE-PK examinó estos temas en sus sesiones tercera y cuarta.  Tuvo ante sí los documentos 
FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/4 y FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/MISC.1 y Add.1 y 2. 

59. En la tercera sesión, un representante del Grupo Intergubernamental de Expertos sobre el Cambio 
Climático (IPCC) informó a los delegados acerca de las actividades ya realizadas o previstas por el IPCC 
sobre la evaluación técnica de otros sistemas de medición comunes. 

60. El GTE-PK aceptó una propuesta del Presidente para celebrar consultas oficiosas con las Partes 
sobre las conclusiones acerca de estos temas, así como sobre el tema 5 h).  En esta sesión hizo una 
declaración un representante de una Parte. 

61. En la cuarta sesión, el Presidente informó sobre las consultas mencionadas en el párrafo 60.  
El GTE-PK consideró y aprobó las conclusiones20 propuestas por el Presidente.  

2. Conclusiones 

62. De conformidad con su programa de trabajo y con las conclusiones aprobadas en la reanudación de 
su sexto período de sesiones, el GTE-PK examinó la cobertura de los gases de efecto invernadero, los 
sectores y las categorías de fuentes, los sistemas de medición comunes para calcular la equivalencia en 
dióxido de carbono de las emisiones antropógenas por las fuentes y la absorción antropógena por los 
sumideros, los enfoques que pueden aplicarse a las emisiones sectoriales y las cuestiones examinadas en 
relación con el tema 5 h) del programa.  

63. El GTE-PK tomó nota con reconocimiento de la información y las opiniones presentadas por las 
Partes sobre las cuestiones mencionadas en el anterior párrafo 62, así como de la información técnica21 
recopilada por la secretaría sobre los gases enumerados en el documento FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/5.  
El Grupo pidió a la secretaría que actualizara debidamente la información técnica sobre estos gases, 
teniendo en cuenta la información aportada por las Partes en las comunicaciones a que se hace referencia 
en el párrafo 65 infra.  

64. El GTE-PK tomó nota asimismo de las medidas adoptadas por el IPCC para realizar nuevas 
evaluaciones técnicas de otros sistemas de medición comunes, en respuesta a la invitación formulada por 
el GTE-PK en la primera parte de su sexto período de sesiones.  El GTE-PK observó que el IPCC 
presentaría un informe sobre esta cuestión antes de su octavo período de sesiones y en el curso de éste. 

65. El GTE-PK invitó a las Partes a que presentaran a la secretaría, a más tardar el 24 de abril de 2009, 
sus opiniones sobre las cuestiones indicadas en el párrafo 62 del presente documento, que se recopilarían 
en un documento de la serie MISC para su examen en el octavo período de sesiones.  

66. El GTE-PK convino en proseguir sus deliberaciones sobre las cuestiones indicadas en el anterior 
párrafo 62 en su octavo período de sesiones, en el contexto de las deliberaciones sobre el texto de la 
Presidencia mencionado en el párrafo 74 b) infra, teniendo en cuenta las opiniones a que se hace 
referencia en el anterior párrafo 65.  

                                                 
20 Aprobadas como documento FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/L.7/Rev.1. 

21 http://unfccc.int/national_reports/annex_i_ghg_inventories/items/4624.php. 
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G.  Cuestiones jurídicas derivadas del mandato del Grupo de Trabajo Especial  
sobre los nuevos compromisos de las Partes del anexo I  

con arreglo al Protocolo de Kyoto 
(Tema 5 g) del programa) 

1. Deliberaciones 

67. El GTE-PK examinó este tema en sus sesiones tercera y cuarta.  Tuvo ante sí los documentos 
FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/3, FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/4 y FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/MISC.6 y Add.1 y 2. 

68. También en su tercera sesión, el GTE-PK acordó establecer un grupo de contacto, que estaría 
presidido por el Presidente del GTE-PK, para que examinara este tema.  Hicieron declaraciones los 
representantes de diez Partes, de los cuales uno en nombre del Grupo de los 77 y China y uno en nombre 
de la Comunidad Europea y sus Estados miembros22.  También se hizo una declaración en nombre de las 
ONG que se ocupan del medio ambiente.  

69. En la cuarta sesión, el Presidente informó sobre la labor del grupo de contacto mencionado en el 
párrafo 68.  El GTE-PK consideró y aprobó las conclusiones23 propuestas por el Presidente. 

70. Tras la conclusión de este tema, Bolivia señaló que debía hacerse una clara distinción entre el texto 
con fundamento jurídico de las enmiendas al Protocolo de Kyoto de conformidad con el párrafo 9 del 
artículo 3, y un texto sobre las otras cuestiones, que no debería ser tratado como un proyecto de texto 
jurídico que propusiera enmiendas al Protocolo de Kyoto.  A juicio de Bolivia, esas otras cuestiones 
debían ser tratadas por la CP/RP en su quinto período de sesiones en Copenhague (Dinamarca).  También 
señaló que las opiniones y propuestas de las Partes solicitadas en el párrafo 75 infra deberían ser sin 
perjuicio de la decisión de enmendar el anexo B del Protocolo de Kyoto para los siguientes períodos de 
compromiso de las Partes del anexo I en el quinto período de sesiones de la CP/RP. 

2. Conclusiones 

71. El GTE-PK acogió complacido los avances realizados en su séptimo período de sesiones, a medida 
que las Partes entraban más al fondo en el examen de las enmiendas al Protocolo de Kyoto de 
conformidad con el párrafo 9 del artículo 3.  

72. El GTE-PK, consciente de la urgencia de su labor y teniendo en cuenta el carácter iterativo de su 
programa de trabajo, reiteró que en 2009 se concentraría en alcanzar un acuerdo sobre los nuevos 
compromisos de las Partes del anexo I con arreglo al Protocolo de Kyoto.  Recordó que el texto de 
cualquier enmienda al Protocolo que se quisiera proponer debía ser comunicado por la secretaría a las 
Partes a más tardar seis meses antes de la fecha prevista para su aprobación.  También reiteró que 
transmitiría a la CP/RP en su quinto período de sesiones, con miras a su aprobación, los resultados del 
trabajo realizado en cumplimiento de la resolución 1/CMP.1.  

73. El GTE-PK tomó nota de las opiniones presentadas por las Partes sobre las consecuencias jurídicas 
dimanantes de la labor del GTE-PK de conformidad con el párrafo 9 del artículo 3 del Protocolo de 
Kyoto24.  Tomó nota asimismo de los documentos FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/3 y FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/4, 
que contenían, respectivamente, los posibles elementos de las enmiendas al Protocolo de Kyoto previstas 
                                                 
22 La posición expresada en la declaración fue apoyada por Bosnia y Herzegovina, Croacia, la ex República 
Yugoslava de Macedonia y Serbia. 

23 Aprobadas como documento FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/L.5. 

24 FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/MISC.6 y Add.1 y 2. 
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en el párrafo 9 del artículo 3, y los posibles elementos de un texto relacionado con las cuestiones 
expuestas en el documento FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/8, párr. 49.  También tomó nota de las 
comunicaciones25 y opiniones aportadas por las Partes en relación con los temas 3 y 4 del programa.  

74. El GTE-PK expresó su interés en intensificar los trabajos en su octavo período de sesiones, y pidió 
a su Presidente que preparara:  

a) Una propuesta de enmiendas al Protocolo de Kyoto de conformidad con el párrafo 9 del 
artículo 3; 

b) Un texto acerca de las otras cuestiones expuestas en el informe sobre la reanudación de su 
sexto período de sesiones26. 

75. El GTE-PK invitó a las Partes a que, a más tardar el 24 de abril de 2009, presentaran a la secretaría 
nuevas opiniones y propuestas sobre cuestiones relacionadas con los documentos solicitados en los 
apartados a) y b) del párrafo 74 para que las recopilara en un documento de la serie MISC. 

76. El GTE-PK pidió a su Presidente que tuviera en cuenta las comunicaciones a que se hace referencia 
en el párrafo 75, así como la labor realizada y las comunicaciones solicitadas durante su séptimo período 
de sesiones al elaborar los documentos mencionados en los apartados a) y b) del párrafo 74, y que 
facilitara estos documentos por lo menos dos semanas antes de su octavo período de sesiones. 

77. El GTE-PK reafirmó que el cumplimiento de su programa de trabajo dependería principalmente de 
la labor de las Partes, y que coordinaría sus actividades con las de otros órganos y procesos de la 
Convención, especialmente su Protocolo de Kyoto, aprovechando los resultados de interés que lograran y 
el trabajo que estuvieran realizando, a fin de evitar la duplicación.  El GTE-PK convino en mantener la 
coherencia entre la Convención y el Protocolo de Kyoto en relación con los compromisos de las Partes 
del anexo I.  

H.  Otras cuestiones 
(Tema 5 h) del programa) 

78. Este tema se examinó junto con los temas 5 d), 5 e) y 5 f) (véase el capítulo V supra).  

VI.  Otros asuntos 
(Tema 6 del programa) 

1. Deliberaciones 

79. El GTE-PK examinó en sus sesiones tercera y cuarta la necesidad de contar con tiempo de reunión 
adicional en 2009 en relación con este tema. 

80. En la tercera sesión, el Presidente del GTE-PK informó a los delegados de que se celebrarían 
consultas oficiosas, principalmente bajo los auspicios del GTE-CLP, así como una serie de consultas 
oficiosas conjuntas del GTE-CLP y el GTE-PK sobre esta cuestión. 

                                                 
25 FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/MISC.7 y FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/CRP.3. 

26 FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/8, párr. 49. 
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81. En la cuarta sesión, el Presidente informó sobre la labor realizada en las consultas oficiosas 
conjuntas mencionadas en el párrafo 80.  El GTE-PK consideró y aprobó las conclusiones27 propuestas 
por el Presidente, modificadas durante la sesión.  También remitió a los delegados a las conclusiones del 
GTE-CLP, que figuran en el documento FCCC/AWGLCA/2009/5. 

2. Conclusiones 

82. El GTE-PK acordó reunirse oficiosamente del 10 al 14 de agosto de 2009 en Bonn (Alemania).  
También acordó reanudar su noveno período de sesiones28 del 2 al 6 de noviembre de 2009. 

83. El GTE-PK acordó estudiar en su octavo período de sesiones la organización de los trabajos de la 
reunión y el período de sesiones a que se hace referencia en el párrafo 82. 

VII.  Informe del período de sesiones 
(Tema 7 del programa) 

84. En su cuarta sesión, el GTE-PK examinó el proyecto de informe sobre su séptimo período de 
sesiones (FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/L.1).  En la misma sesión, a propuesta del Presidente, el GTE-PK 
autorizó al Presidente a ultimar el informe del período de sesiones, con la asistencia de la secretaría.  

85. También en la cuarta sesión, la delegación del Japón indicó que deseaba dejar constancia de su 
opinión de que el GTE-PK debía asegurarse de la coherencia y la coordinación con la labor del 
GTE-CLP, a fin de establecer un marco de acción justo y eficaz para el período posterior a 2012.  

VIII.  Clausura del período de sesiones 

86. En la cuarta sesión, el 8 de abril, el Presidente dio las gracias a los delegados por sus 
contribuciones y a la secretaría por su apoyo.  Hicieron declaraciones representantes de 22 Partes, de los 
cuales uno en nombre del Grupo de los 77 y China, uno en nombre de la Comunidad Europea y sus 
Estados miembros29, uno en nombre del Grupo de Integridad Ambiental y uno en nombre de la AOSIS.  
También hizo una declaración un representante de un Estado observador.  

 

                                                 
27 Aprobadas como documento FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/L.8. 

28 La primera parte del noveno período de sesiones del GTE-PK se celebrará del 28 de septiembre al 9 de octubre 
de 2009 en Bangkok (Tailandia). 

29 La posición expresada en la declaración fue apoyada por Bosnia y Herzegovina, Croacia, la ex República 
Yugoslava de Macedonia y Serbia. 
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Annex I 

[ENGLISH ONLY] 
Workshop on issues relating to the scale of emission reductions to be achieved 

by Annex I Parties 

Report by the chair of the workshop 

I.  Introduction 
1. At its resumed sixth session, the Ad Hoc Working Group on Further Commitments for Annex I 
Parties under the Kyoto Protocol (AWG-KP) requested the secretariat to organize before or during its 
seventh session, under the guidance of its Chair, a workshop on the issues relating to the scale of emission 
reductions to be achieved by Annex I Parties1.  

2. The approach and objectives of the workshop are clarified in the scenario note on the seventh 
session of the AWG-KP.2  

3. The workshop was held in Bonn, Germany, on 27 March 2009, and was chaired by 
Mr. Harald Dovland, Chair of the AWG-KP.  It provided an opportunity for Parties to share their views 
on:  (a) approaches to identify the scale of emission reductions to be achieved by Annex I Parties in 
aggregate, as well as individual or joint contributions to this scale; and (b) implications of issues such as 
the duration of the commitment period(s), how quantified emission limitation and reduction objectives 
(QELROs) could be expressed including the base year, and mitigation potential.  The workshop also 
provided an opportunity for leading international experts to share results of recent studies on these 
matters.  It was open to all Parties and observers. 

4. In the scenario note referred to in paragraph 2 above, the Chair of the AWG-KP invited interested 
Parties to make presentations at the workshop.  The following Parties or groups of Parties made 
presentations:  the European Community (EC), Japan, China, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, 
Belarus, Iceland and the Alliance of Small Island States.  Leading international experts and research 
institutes presented results from relevant technical analysis.3  

5. Question and answer sessions were held after the presentations.  The following Parties made 
interventions and participated in the discussions:  Argentina, Brazil, Gambia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, 
the Czech Republic, Kuwait, the Marshall Islands, the Republic of Korea, the Russian Federation and 
Switzerland. 

6. At the closing of the workshop, the chair summarized the main points presented during the 
workshop. 

II.  Summary of discussions 
7. The presentations and discussion during the workshop covered a number of issues relating to the 
scale of emission reductions to be achieved by Annex I Parties, which could be summarized under two 
main themes: 

                                                 
1 FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/8, paragraphs 49 and 50. 
2  FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/2, paragraphs 20–24. 
3  Mr. Markus Amann from the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, Ms. Miyuki Nagashima from 

the Research Institute of Innovative Technology for the Earth, Mr. Tatsuya Hanaoka from the National Institute 
for Environmental Studies and Mr. Niklas Hoehne from Ecofys. 
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(a) Approaches to identify the scale of emission reductions to be achieved by Annex I Parties 
in aggregate, as well as individual or joint contributions to this scale; 

(b) Implications of other issues, such as the duration of the commitment period(s), how 
QELROs could be expressed including the base year, and mitigation potential. 

A.  Approaches to identify the scale of emission reductions to be achieved by Annex I Parties in 
aggregate, as well as individual or joint contributions to this scale8 

8. On the approaches to identify the scale of emission reductions to be achieved by Annex I Parties in 
aggregate, many Parties reiterated the need for Annex I Parties to take on ambitious emission reduction 
targets and to achieve deep cuts in emissions in order to attain the ultimate objective of the Convention.  
A global pathway to limit the increase in global mean surface temperature to less than 2 ºC above pre-
industrial levels, as presented in the Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) of the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC), was often referred to in this context.  Reference was made to the IPCC scenario 
of atmospheric greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations at levels of 450 ppm carbon dioxide equivalent 
(CO2 eq), which will require global emissions to be reduced by 50 per cent of 1990 levels by 2050, and 
aggregate emissions from Annex I Parties by 80–95 per cent.   

9. Under the medium-term perspective until 2020, the range of emission reductions by Annex I 
Parties, referred to in the conclusions of the AWG-KP at its resumed sixth session4, namely, a reduction 
of 25–40 per cent below 1990 levels by 2020, was acknowledged.  The urgent need for developed 
countries to continue to take the lead by committing to reducing their emissions of GHGs by around  
30 per cent of 1990 levels by 2020, which is consistent with the 25–40 per cent range mentioned above, 
was also acknowledged.  A number of Parties and experts emphasized that such ambitious emission 
reductions were necessary and feasible and could be achieved at low cost.  The need to set an even more 
ambitious level of emission reductions by Annex I Parties of more than 40 per cent below 1990 levels by 
2020 was emphasized by some Parties. 

10. Based on more recent scientific information that has been made available since the publication of 
the IPCC AR4, some Parties expressed the view that the increase in global mean surface temperature 
should be limited to well below 1.5 ºC above pre-industrial levels, and that atmospheric GHG 
concentrations should be stabilized at levels well below 350 ppm CO2 eq.  To achieve this limit, global 
GHG emissions must peak by 2015 and must be reduced by more than 85 per cent by 2050.  This will 
require Annex I Parties to reduce their aggregate emissions by more than 40 per cent of their 1990 levels 
by 2020; and by more than 95 per cent by 2050.  To that end, the AWG-KP should take into account this 
recent scientific information, in particular information on acceleration of climate change and its adverse 
impacts, in particular its effect on sea level rise, which is of concern to small island States. 

11. On the approaches to identify the scale of emission reductions to be achieved by Annex I Parties 
individually or jointly, a number of Parties emphasized that while some common principles could be 
applied (see para. 13 below), individual or joint targets should be differentiated to take into account 
differences in national circumstances.  In this context, Australia mentioned that its mitigation costs are 
higher than those of other industrialized countries, and pledged to reduce its GHG emissions by  
5 per cent below 2000 levels by 2020.  However, it recognized that the cost of inaction will be greater 
than the cost of action.  Australia also stated its intention to do more and reduce emissions by up to  
15 per cent below 2000 levels by 2020 if other Parties join the mitigation effort and all developed 
countries take on comparable ambitious targets.  Japan noted that its domestic mitigation potential is 
limited, because of the high level of efficiency in its economy, and presented six options for a medium-
term reduction target currently under consideration, ranging from an increase of 4 per cent to a decrease 

                                                 
4  FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/8, paragraph 18. 
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of 25 per cent from 1990 levels by 2020.  It indicated its intention to announce its medium-term target by 
June 2009. 

12. Belarus noted the limited access to financial resources for domestic mitigation actions and stated its 
intention to consider the option of taking on a reduction target of 5–10 per cent below 1990 levels by 
2020 if flexible mechanisms are available.  Iceland noted that in small countries, single projects have a 
considerable effect on total GHG emissions, and referred to the need for flexibility in achieving reduction 
targets, for example through joint commitments with other Parties.  In the context of the existing pledges 
from Annex I Parties, one Party noted that these pledges fall well short of the IPCC range for GHG 
emission reductions of 25–40 per cent of 1990 levels by 2020.  Many Parties called upon all developed 
countries to indicate ambitious targets as soon as possible.  Some acknowledged that any delay in taking 
action to mitigate climate change will increase the risk of surpassing critical thresholds and will involve 
higher economic costs.  

B.  Implications of other issues, such as the duration of the commitment period(s), how  
QELROs could be expressed including the base year, and mitigation potential 

13. Many Parties reiterated their view that comparable efforts should be made by all Annex I Parties 
and that the allocation of commitments among these Parties should be made taking into account several 
principles and considerations, such as capability, responsibility, total GHG emission levels, potential for 
and cost of emission reduction, and differences in national circumstances.  Some Parties emphasized the 
importance of transparency in the allocation process.  Parties interpreted comparability in different ways: 
for example, as comparable emission reductions in 2020 below the baseline or as comparable costs 
involved.  One Party suggested that when commitments are allocated, consideration be given to the need 
to ensure a gradual convergence of per capita emissions among developed and developing countries in the 
long term.  Another Party acknowledged that even a 25–40 per cent reduction would keep the per capita 
emissions of Annex I Parties several times higher than those of developing countries.  It further noted the 
need for developed countries to reduce their per capita emissions on a large scale, in accordance with the 
principle of equity. 

14. An analysis of global mitigation potentials was presented by several experts at the workshop, 
which suggests that a large mitigation potential is available at negative or low cost in both developed and 
developing countries.  In this context, the need for enhanced financial support and support to facilitate 
technology transfer was noted.  Sector-specific analysis was deemed useful by some Parties; most of the 
scientific models presented at the workshop used sector-specific approaches to a certain extent.  Sectors 
that were frequently mentioned included power generation (emissions from fuel combustion), industry, 
transport, and residential and commercial.  Other sectors mentioned include the energy sector (fugitive 
emissions), agriculture, waste and industrial processes (fluorinated gases).  Energy efficiency and the shift 
to low-carbon fuels were identified as the key areas where mitigation potential could be realized at low 
cost, including through cooperative action. 

15. An overview of scientific models for assessment and comparison of the level of effort in reducing 
GHG emissions was presented by the experts.  A number of principles proposed by several Parties on the 
allocation of commitments were transformed into indicators serving as the input data to these models.  
These indicators include gross domestic product per capita and the Human Development Index (for 
capability), GHG emissions intensity of the economy (for overall mitigation potential), percentage change 
in emissions between 1990 and 2006 (early action), and population growth (for national circumstances).  
In the context of responsibility, the need to consider cumulative emissions since 1850 was acknowledged 
by some Parties.  The presentations also included indicators for mitigation potential by sector, including 
CO2 per kilowatt-hour (energy industry), energy intensity index (industry) and GHG emissions per capita 
(commercial and residential sectors, and transport). 
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16. Experts noted that results from the application of scientific models for the allocation of 
commitments are sensitive to input data and model assumptions.  This includes:  the starting point (recent 
emission levels, economic structure and energy efficiency levels), future development (economic 
development and level of interest rates, and dynamics of technology development and deployment and 
availability of key mitigation technologies) and marginal abatement cost curves.  They also noted that 
results are more sensitive to cost information than the other input data. 

17. A framework for assessing comparability of efforts was presented by one Party.  In accordance 
with this framework, the economic cost faced by a country in meeting a target is important information 
that should be taken into account when allocating commitments among Annex I Parties.  This cost is a 
function of the baseline (‘business-as-usual’) emission scenario, cost estimates for reducing emissions 
below this baseline and other indicators reflecting the principles of responsibility and capability. 

18. The year 2020 was frequently referred to as the year to be used for setting the medium-term targets 
by most Parties and experts.  The period 2013–2017 was stated by one Party as an appropriate second 
commitment period in order to enable prompt further adjustments and any necessary responses to new 
scientific information on climate change becoming available.  Emphasis was put on the need to ensure 
that there is no gap between the first and the second commitment periods.  It was proposed that the base 
year could remain 1990 to ensure continuity, consistency and transparency, or 2006 to reflect recent GHG 
trends.  While most Parties envisaged QELROs taking the form of a percentage change of emissions from 
the base year similar to the QELROs for the first commitment period, one Party made a proposal to 
express the QELROs in Gg CO2 eq and to subsequently present them as a reduction in emissions from 
1990, 2000, 2005 and 2007 levels, expressed as a percentage. 

C.  Other issues 

19. The outcome of a joint workshop on mitigation potential, comparability of effort and sectoral 
approaches was presented by representatives of the EC and Japan.  This workshop provided an 
opportunity for an informal exchange of views among representatives of governments, academia and the 
private sector on the analysis of mitigation potentials and comparability of efforts in emission reduction 
conducted using different models and modelling approaches.  This exchange of views suggests that 
Parties and research institutions are using different approaches, models and assumptions when 
considering emissions levels, mitigation potentials and GHG reduction targets, which inevitably leads to 
differences in the results obtained.  Sectoral approaches to emission reduction were discussed in detail in 
the context of setting targets and developing indicators, as well as enhancing cooperation and sharing best 
practices and best available technologies.   

20. The workshop referred to in paragraph 19 above contributed to improving transparency in the 
approaches used and to facilitating an understanding of how to arrive at fair and effective GHG reduction 
targets for developed countries.  The informal exchange of views and modelling experiences was deemed 
very useful by the participants, and it was suggested that such exchanges could be continued in future, 
with a view to supporting the decision-making process for setting ambitious and feasible medium-term 
targets in a transparent way. 
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Annex II 
[ENGLISH ONLY] 

 
Workshop on potential environmental, economic and social consequences, 

including spillover effects, of tools, policies, measures and  
methodologies available to Annex I Parties 

Report by the chair of the workshop 

I.  Introduction 
1. At its resumed sixth session, the Ad Hoc Working Group on Further Commitments for  
Annex I Parties under the Kyoto Protocol (AWG-KP) requested the secretariat to organize, under the 
guidance of the Chair of the AWG-KP, an in-session workshop for the consideration of information on 
potential environmental, economic and social consequences, including spillover effects, of tools, policies, 
measures and methodologies available to Annex I Parties (hereinafter referred to as potential 
consequences).1  

2. The approach and objectives of the workshop have been outlined in the scenario note on the 
seventh session of the AWG-KP.2  

3. The workshop was held in Bonn, Germany, on 30 March 2009, during the seventh session of the 
AWG-KP, and was chaired by Mr. Mama Konaté, Vice-Chair of the AWG-KP.  It allowed for an 
exchange of information on issues identified at the resumed sixth session, including:  evidence of actual 
impacts and consequences of tools, policies, measures and methodologies available to Annex I Parties; 
positive and negative potential consequences; how the causes and effects of potential consequences can 
be assessed; and possible approaches to grouping actions that lead to these potential consequences.   
The workshop was open to all Parties and observers. 

4. As requested by the AWG-KP at its resumed sixth session,3 the secretariat prepared an 
information note4 to facilitate considerations at this workshop.   

5. In the scenario note referred to in paragraph 2 above, the Chair of the AWG-KP invited interested 
Parties to make presentations at the workshop.  The following Parties or groups of Parties made 
presentations:  South Africa on behalf of the Group of 77 and China, Algeria on behalf of the African 
Group, Saudi Arabia, Australia, Qatar and Kuwait.  In addition, one presentation was made by the 
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries. 

6. An exchange of views was held after the presentations.  Statements and comments were made by 
Argentina, Canada, China, the Czech Republic on behalf of the European Community and its member 
States, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, the Russian Federation, Saudi Arabia, Senegal and Switzerland.  
After this exchange of views, the chair invited observer organizations to take the floor.  Two short 
interventions were made, one on behalf of the trade union non-governmental organizations and one on 
behalf of local government and municipal authorities. 

                                                 
1  FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/8, paragraph 37. 
2  FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/2. 
3  FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/8, paragraph 38. 
4  FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/INF.3. 
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II.  Summary of discussions 
7. Discussions centred on the following:  deepening the understanding of potential consequences 
and assessing their causes and effects; the classification of tools, policies, measures and methodologies 
available to Annex I Parties; negative and positive potential consequences; and enhancing implementation 
of Article 2, paragraph 3, and Article 3, paragraph 14, of the Kyoto Protocol. 

8. On the subject of deepening the understanding of potential consequences and assessing their 
causes and effects, Parties noted the need to move beyond conceptual discussions and focus on evidence 
of actual consequences, guided by common methodologies.  In this context, several areas were addressed.  
In particular, Parties underlined the valuable contribution that regional assessments could make to the 
deepening of understanding of potential consequences.  These regional assessments could be supported 
by relevant international organizations.  Parties also explored the possibility of an international 
assessment of potential consequences, which could be complemented by regional assessments and could 
be carried out by an international organization.   

9. Some Parties suggested that principles and guidelines could be developed to assist in the 
assessment of the impacts of potential consequences, based on sound science.   

10. Furthermore, Parties underlined the need to exchange experiences and provide evidence of actual 
consequences.  Some Parties stressed that given the difficulties in anticipating potential impacts, the 
assessment of potential consequences should be driven by information from those affected.  Some Parties 
stated that national communications are a valuable channel to provide information about actual impacts 
and concerns, which enables these to be considered and addressed on an international platform.  Other 
Parties underlined the need for enhanced reporting by Annex I Parties on their progress made in 
implementing Article 2, paragraph 3, and Article 3, paragraph 14.  Some Parties voiced concern that 
existing reporting requirements are often not fully implemented and that a review of those requirements 
will therefore be necessary.  Other Parties expressed the view that the existing reporting commitments by 
Annex I Parties are being met in accordance with the provisions of the reporting guidelines under the 
Kyoto Protocol.   

11. Some Parties described difficulties in the quantification of potential consequences, owing to the 
large number of economic and social factors involved.  Examples include factors that affect revenues 
generated from the export of fossil fuels and factors that affect food prices. 

12. Some Parties underlined the need for a full assessment of the potential impact on developing 
country Parties of the proposed post-2012 policies and measures to be implemented by Annex I Parties, as 
well as a full assessment of alternative policies and measures available to Annex I Parties that would 
minimize the impact of potential consequences. 

13. As regards classification of tools, policies and measures available to Annex I Parties, a 
number of Parties indicated that further efforts should be made to fully understand the complexity of this 
issue.  One approach could be to identify potential consequences associated with certain measures, and 
ways and means to minimize their impact.  Such an approach would ideally take into account the efforts 
of Parties in achieving sustainable development.  Some Parties commented on the challenges involved in 
developing such an approach.  

14. On negative and positive potential consequences, Parties generally agreed that the transition to 
a low-carbon economy presents major opportunities and challenges for all countries.  Some Parties 
expressed concern about reference to the concept of low-carbon development, given that certain aspects 
of its implementation may place a disproportionate or abnormal burden on their economies.  Some Parties 
suggested that one way to minimize negative potential consequences could be through the further 
development and deployment of new and innovative technologies such as carbon dioxide capture and 
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storage.  Some Parties noted that the minimization of negative potential consequences should be the focus 
of further work, while others recognized the need to maximize positive consequences.   

15. A number of Parties presented information on negative impacts on their economies.  Several 
developing countries expressed the view that they will face the greatest impacts of response measures, 
with the most vulnerable and poorest countries facing considerably more challenges owing to the dual 
burden that the impacts of climate change and potential consequences will impose.  One Party suggested 
that a mechanism should be created to provide support to least developed countries and voiced concern 
about potential technology dumping.  It was also stated that the interrelationship between positive and 
negative potential consequences is further complicated by the fact that many Parties make use of the 
policies, tools and measures available to Annex I Parties while being exposed to their potential 
consequences.   

16. A number of Parties mentioned the possible negative consequences on developing country 
Parties, and in particular the poorest and most vulnerable among them, of subsidies and eco-labelling, 
especially in the agricultural sector. 

17. It was indicated that actions undertaken to minimize negative potential consequences should:  
complement and support efforts to mitigate climate change; benefit from experiences of Parties and 
lessons learned; flow from national policies and measures; be balanced; and take into account the special 
circumstances of the poorest and most vulnerable countries.  

18. Some Parties also mentioned the need to enhance the implementation of Article 2, paragraph 3, 
and Article 3, paragraph 14, of the Kyoto Protocol.  They reiterated the provisions of these Articles, 
relating to the minimization of adverse effects of international trade and social, environmental and 
economic impacts on developing country Parties, including spillover effects of response measures.  Some 
Parties expressed the view that there is a need to establish funding, insurance and transfer of technology 
to help minimize the adverse impacts on developing countries. 
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Annex III 
[ENGLISH ONLY] 

Possible improvements to emissions trading and the project-based 
mechanisms under the Kyoto Protocol for the period after 2012  

with potentially significant implications for the ability of  
Annex I Parties to achieve mitigation objectives 

 
Note:  Some Parties have expressed the view that the elements in sections I.D, I.E, I.H, II.A, 
III.A, III.B, III.C, IV.B and IV.C below would require an amendment to the Kyoto Protocol and 
would not be within the mandate of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Further Commitments for 
Annex I Parties under the Kyoto Protocol (AWG-KP).  Some other Parties have expressed the 
view that legal analysis is needed to determine which elements in this annex would require a 
decision of the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto 
Protocol (CMP) or an amendment to the Kyoto Protocol and that such amendments would be 
within the mandate of the AWG-KP. 

I.  Clean development mechanism 

A.  Include other land use, land-use change and forestry activities1 

Option A: 

1. Status quo:  The eligibility of land use, land-use change and forestry (LULUCF) activities under 
the clean development mechanism (CDM) for the first commitment period shall be maintained 
thereafter.2 

Option B: 

2. The eligibility of LULUCF activities under the CDM includes: 

(a) [Afforestation and reforestation;] 

(b) [Reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation;] 

(c) [Restoration of wetlands;] 

(d) [Sustainable forest management and other sustainable land management activities;] 

(e) [Soil carbon management in agriculture;] 

(f) [Revegetation, forest management, cropland management and grazing land management, 
as defined in decision 16/CMP.1.] 

3. In relation to LULUCF activities under the CDM, the CMP shall adopt modalities and procedures 
for: 

(a) [Temporary certified emission reductions (tCERs) and long-term certified emission 
reductions (lCERs);] 

                                                 
1  Discussion to be informed by outcomes from the consideration of non-permanence and other methodological 

issues. 
2  Decision 17/CP.7, paragraph 7, as confirmed by decision 3/CMP.1; decision 16/CMP.1, annex,  

paragraphs 13–15. 
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(b) [Responsibility assumed on a voluntary basis by the host Party for the cancellation of 
permanent units in the event of a reversal of greenhouse gas (GHG) removals by sinks 
that had occurred through project activities;]  

(c) [Insurance issued for project activities to cover the cancellation of permanent units in the 
event of a reversal of GHG removals by sinks that had occurred through these project 
activities;] 

(d) [Buffers to ensure that quantities of credits for carbon stored through project activities are 
reserved for cancellation in the event of a reversal of GHG removals by sinks that had 
occurred through these project activities;] 

(e) [Credit reserves to ensure that quantities of units that are not retired at the end of a 
commitment period are reserved for cancellation in the event of a reversal of GHG 
removals by sinks that had occurred through project activities;] 

(f) [Exemptions from modalities and procedures for addressing potential non-permanence in 
the case of low-risk LULUCF project activities;] 

(g) [Accounting for emissions from harvesting of forests established under the CDM when 
they occur.] 

4. Option 1:  There shall be no restrictions on the use of [tCERs and lCERs] [certified emission 
reductions (CERs)] issued for LULUCF project activities under the CDM by Annex I Parties to meet their 
emission commitments under Article 3, paragraph 1. 

Option 2:  For the second commitment period, the total of additions to a Party’s assigned amount 
resulting from eligible LULUCF project activities under Article 12 shall not exceed one per cent of base 
year emissions of that Party, times [five]. 

Option 3:  A Party may use [tCERs and lCERs] [CERs] issued for LULUCF project 
activities under the CDM for compliance with its emission commitment under Article 3, 
paragraph 1,3 to a maximum of [x] per cent of its assigned amount pursuant to Article 3, 
paragraphs 7 and 8. 

Note: Further issues that may need to be addressed include: 

• Whether combinations of the above options for eligible LULUCF activities should be 
included 

• Whether project participants may choose from a menu of modalities and procedures for 
addressing potential non-permanence 

B.  Include carbon dioxide capture and storage 

Option A: 

5. Status quo:  Not provided for. 

Option B: 

6. Carbon dioxide capture and storage (CCS) activities are not eligible as CDM project activities. 

                                                 
3  In this annex, “Article” refers to an article of the Kyoto Protocol. 
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Option C: 

7. CCS activities may be registered under the CDM and Annex I Parties may use CERs issued for 
such project activities, on the basis of emission reductions achieved [during the second commitment 
period], to meet their emission commitments under Article 3, paragraph 1[, for the second commitment 
period]. 

Note: Further issues that may need to be addressed include: 

• The short- and long-term liability (e.g. in relation to leakage and non-permanence) 
• The provisions for monitoring, reporting and verification, taking account of data 

availability 
• The possible environmental impacts 
• The definition of project boundaries 
• The potential for perverse outcomes 

C.  Include nuclear activities 

Option A: 

8. Status quo.4 

Option B: 

9. Activities relating to nuclear facilities are not eligible as CDM project activities. 

Option C: 

10. Activities relating to [new] nuclear facilities [constructed since […]] may be registered under the 
CDM, and Annex I Parties may use CERs issued for such project activities, on the basis of emission 
reductions achieved [during the second commitment period], to meet their emission commitments under 
Article 3, paragraph 1[, for the second commitment period]. 

Note: Further issues that may need to be addressed include: 

• Specific criteria or requirements for eligible nuclear activities 
• Costs relating to access to the technology 
• The direct contribution to emission reductions 
• Issues relating to non-proliferation 
• Issues relating to permanent disposal of nuclear waste 
• Safety, security and safeguards 

D.  Introduce sectoral crediting of emission reductions  
below a previously established [no-lose] target 

Option A: 

11. Status quo:  Not provided for. 

                                                 
4  Decision 17/CP.7, as confirmed by decision 3/CMP.1. 
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Option B: 

12. A sectoral crediting mechanism is established.  A non-Annex I Party may propose to the CMP a 
crediting target for emissions or removals within a defined sector to be achieved through national actions.  
Reductions in emissions by sources in the sector below the crediting target, or enhancements in removals 
by sinks in the sector above the crediting target, shall result in the generation of credits which may be 
used by Annex I Parties to meet their emission commitments under Article 3, paragraph 1. 

13. The sectoral crediting mechanism shall be supervised by [a dedicated body constituted by the 
CMP and operating under its authority] [the CDM Executive Board].  Before the supervisory body 
registers a sectoral crediting activity, the crediting target shall be recommended to the CMP by the 
supervisory body and shall be approved by the CMP. 

14. A crediting target shall be [set below the level of projected anthropogenic emissions by sources of 
GHGs within the sector boundary or above the sum of the projected changes in carbon stocks in the 
carbon pools within the sector boundary] [as a carbon intensity target below the level of the projected 
carbon intensity of emissions by sources of GHGs within the sector boundary]. 

15. The sector boundary for a sectoral crediting activity shall encompass all anthropogenic emissions 
by sources and removals by sinks of GHGs that are reasonably attributable to the defined sector. 

16. CDM project activities, registered at the time a sectoral crediting activity is registered and falling 
within the sector boundary, may continue until the end of their current crediting periods.  The quantity of 
CERs issued on the basis of such CDM project activities shall be deducted from the quantity of credits to 
be issued on the basis of the sectoral crediting activity.  Once a sectoral crediting activity is registered for 
a sector, no further CDM project activities may be approved in relation to that sector. 

17. There shall be no double-counting of emission reductions or removals between sectoral crediting 
activities. 

18. The following LULUCF activities shall be eligible under the sectoral crediting mechanism:  […] 

19. The non-Annex I Party may receive financing and technology in advance of credits being 
generated for a crediting target. 

20. No credits shall be generated for a sectoral crediting activity if a crediting target has not been 
met.  [There shall be no other consequences for a Party that does not meet a crediting target.] 

21. In relation to the sectoral crediting mechanism, the CMP shall adopt modalities and procedures 
for: 

(a) The governance and administration of the sectoral crediting mechanism; 

(b) The determination of a sector boundary; 

(c) The determination and approval of crediting targets [on a country-by-country basis]; 

(d) The monitoring, reporting and verification of emissions, and of emission reductions and 
removals, within the sector boundary; 

(e) The treatment of potential leakage from within the sector boundary; 

(f) The issuance of credits. 
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Note: The following table is to clarify the terminology used in this section. 

Mechanism under which the activity is 
undertaken 

Sectoral crediting mechanism 

What would be registered? Sectoral crediting activity 
What would be the scope? Defined sector 
What would be the reference level? Crediting target 
What would be issued? Credits 

Note: Further issues that may need to be addressed include: 

• The definition of a sector 
• The degree to which a crediting target should be set below the projected level of 

emissions by sources, or above the projected level of removals by sinks within the sector 
boundary, taking into account national circumstances, capabilities and factors such as 
the homogeneity of products/processes, and the potential for efficiency and innovation in 
the sector 

• The definition of the credit to be issued 
• The potential for crediting cumulative emission reductions 
• The roles and functions of the supervisory body 
• Effectiveness of financing and technology, in advance of credits being generated, in 

promoting additional emission reductions 
• Measures to be taken if a host country fails to achieve a target 

E.  Introduce crediting on the basis of nationally appropriate mitigation actions 

Option A: 

22. Status quo:  Not provided for. 

Option B: 

23. [Nationally appropriate mitigation actions (NAMAs), as referred to in decision 1/CP.13 (Bali 
Action Plan), paragraph 1 (b) (ii), may be registered under the CDM and shall be subject to all modalities 
and procedures for the CDM adopted by the CMP and all procedures and decisions issued by the CDM 
Executive Board, except where specific modalities, procedures or decisions are defined by the CMP or 
the Executive Board for NAMAs registered as CDM project activities.] 

24. [The baseline for a NAMA registered as a CDM project activity shall be the scenario that 
reasonably represents the anthropogenic emissions by sources of GHGs within the NAMA boundary, or 
the sum of the changes in carbon stocks in the carbon pools within the NAMA boundary, that would 
occur in the absence of the project activity.] [A portion of verified emission reductions that result from a 
NAMA may generate NAMA credits.] 

25. The NAMA boundary shall encompass all anthropogenic emissions by sources and removals by 
sinks of GHGs that are reasonably attributable to a defined NAMA. 

26. [Individual CDM project activities, registered at the time a NAMA is registered as a CDM project 
activity and falling within the NAMA boundary, may continue until the end of their current crediting 
period.  The quantity of CERs issued on the basis of such individual CDM project activities shall be 
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deducted from the quantity of CERs to be issued on the basis of the NAMA registered as a CDM project 
activity.  Once a NAMA is registered, no further CDM project activities may be approved in relation to 
activities within the NAMA boundary.] 

27. There shall be no double counting of emission reductions or removals between [NAMAs] 
[NAMAs registered as CDM project activities]. 

28. NAMAs meeting the following criteria shall be eligible under the CDM: 

(a) NAMAs not supported by financing and technology transfer by developed countries 
outside the context of the CDM; 

(b) NAMAs with high costs; 

(c) […] 

29. [Types of NAMA that can generate NAMA credits include but are not limited to: 

(a) Sustainable development policies and measures, economy- or sector-wide mitigation 
programmes, and mitigation activities and projects; 

(b) Low-carbon development plans and programmes; 

(c) Sector-based mitigation actions and standards; 

(d) Actions under paragraph 1 (b) (iii) of the Bali Action Plan; 

(e) Technology deployment programmes; 

(f) Relevant standards, laws, regulations and targets at a national or sectoral level; 

(g) Voluntary cap-and-trade schemes in non-Annex I Parties.] 

30. In relation to [NAMAs] [NAMAs registered as CDM project activities], the CMP shall adopt 
modalities and procedures for: 

(a) The scope of NAMAs qualifying for crediting [under the CDM]; 

(b) The determination of a NAMA boundary; 

(c) The determination of additionality for [NAMAs] [NAMAs registered as CDM project 
activities]; 

(d) The determination of NAMA baselines; 

(e) The discounting of credits to be issued; 

(f) The monitoring, reporting [and verification] [, verification and certification] of emissions, 
and of emission reductions and removals, within the NAMA boundary; 

(g) The treatment of potential leakage from within the NAMA boundary; 

(h) [The governance and administration of the NAMA crediting mechanism;] 

(i) [The issuance of NAMA credits.] 

31. [The specific eligibility requirements for the credits issued from a NAMA shall be: 

(a) Requirements relating to the quality of credits to ensure environmental integrity; 
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(b) Requirements relating to the avoidance of double counting with emission reductions 
under the CDM.] 

Note: The following table is to clarify the terminology used in this section. 

Mechanism under which the activity is undertaken [Clean development mechanism] 
[NAMA crediting mechanism] 

What would be registered? [NAMA as a CDM project 
activity] [NAMA crediting 
activity] 

What would be the scope? Defined NAMA 
What would be the reference level? Baseline 
What would be issued? [Certified emission reductions] 

[Credits generated from a 
NAMA] 

Note: Further issues that may need to be addressed include: 

• The nature of participation of Parties 
• The definition of NAMAs and the attribution to them of emission reductions and removals 
• The consequences if an emission reduction or removal goal is not achieved 
• The potential for perverse outcomes 
• The potential for crediting cumulative emission reductions 
• [The nature of a NAMA registry] 
• [The nature of NAMA credits] 

F.  Encourage the development of standardized, multi-project baselines 

Option A: 

32. Status quo:  Not excluded. 

Option B: 

33. [The CDM Executive Board] [A dedicated body constituted by the CMP and operating under its 
authority] [One or more dedicated bodies established by the CDM Executive Board and operating under 
its authority] shall define standardized baselines for specific project activity types and specific sectors or 
subsectors under the CDM by establishing parameters, including benchmarks, and procedures and making 
them available for [mandatory] [optional] use by project participants and designated operational entities 
(DOEs) in the determination of additionality and the application or development of baseline 
methodologies.  Such standardized baselines [shall] [may] be established for types of project activities 
meeting the following criteria:  […] 

34. Option 1:  Parameters and procedures shall be established on the basis of similar project activities 
undertaken in the previous five years, in similar social, economic, environmental and technological 
circumstances, whose performance is among the top [10] [20] per cent of their category.  Such parameters 
and procedures shall reflect national circumstances and shall be periodically adjusted. 

Option 2:  Parameters and procedures shall be established on the basis of [top performing 
installations or processes in the relevant sector, based on, inter alia, the performance of key technologies 
that are beyond common practice and technology penetration rates] [[the top [x] per cent of] the current 
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distribution of carbon intensity for specific types of project activities or within specific sectors].  [Such 
parameters and procedures shall reflect national circumstances and shall be periodically adjusted]. 

35. [In relation to standardized baselines, the CMP shall adopt modalities and procedures for: 

(a) The determination of a standardized baseline, including the definition of a sector 
boundary as applicable; 

(b) The determination of the applicability of a standardized baseline.] 

36. There shall be no double counting of emission reductions or removals on the basis of the use of 
standardized, multi-project baselines. 

Note: Further issues that may need to be addressed include: 

• The types of project activities for which standardized baselines may be approved 

G.  Ensure environmental integrity and assess additionality through the 
development of positive or negative lists of project activity types 

Option A: 

37. Status quo:  Not excluded. 

Option B: 

38. Reductions in anthropogenic emissions by sources or enhancements of anthropogenic removals 
by sinks achieved by the following categories of project activities are deemed to be [not] additional to any 
that would occur in the absence of the project activities: 

(a) [Criteria based on the primary technology employed in the project activity;] 

(b) [Criteria relating to the host Party of the project activity;] 

(c) [Criteria based on the scale of the project activity (small-scale or large-scale).] 

Note: Further issues that may need to be addressed include: 

• The categories of project activities to be included on a positive or negative list 
• The process for periodic review of the positive or negative list 
• The consequences for project activities registered without an additionality test if the 

project circumstances or the list change such that the project activities are no longer 
covered by the positive list 

• The consequences for registered project activities if the project circumstances or the list 
change such that the project activities are now covered by the negative list 

H.  Differentiate the eligibility of Parties through the use of indicators 

Option A: 

39. Status quo:  Not provided for. 

Option B: 

40. Non-Annex I Parties meeting the following criteria shall [not] be eligible to host [particular types 
of] project activities [in specific sectors in specific countries] under the CDM:  […] 
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41. Annex I Parties meeting the following criteria shall [not] be eligible to use CERs issued for 
[particular types of] project activities under the CDM for the purpose of compliance with commitments 
under Article 3, paragraph 1:  […] 

Note: Further issues that may need to be addressed include: 

• Appropriate criteria and thresholds, taking account of differing national circumstances 
• The project activity categories affected by the eligibility determination 
• The types of methodologies affected by the eligibility determination 
• Transition issues 

I.  Improve access to clean development mechanism project activities by specified host Parties 

Option A: 

42. Status quo.5 

Option B: 

43. For [specified host Parties] [least developed countries and small island developing States] [other 
categories of countries] the following provisions shall apply: 

(a) The definition of a small-scale project activity is amended to […]; 

(b) Project activities that meet the requirements of small-scale project activities shall be 
[exempt from the requirement] [subject to further simplified requirements] to 
demonstrate additionality; 

(c) The validation, verification and certification of project activities shall be funded through 
the [CDM management plan] [financial mechanism of the Convention]; 

(d) […]. 

Note: Further issues that may need to be addressed include: 

• The determination of the host Parties for which provisions are applicable or definition of 
criteria for subsequently determining the host Parties for which provisions are applicable 

• The definition of regions 
• The identification of further measures to improve access 
• Potential measures to improve the enabling environment for CDM project activities 

J.  Promote co-benefits for clean development mechanism projects by facilitative means 

Option A: 

44. Status quo.6 

Option B: 

45. Option 1:  Project activities that demonstrate specific co-benefits shall be promoted through the 
following means: 

                                                 
5  Decision 29/CMP.1; decision 1/CMP.2, paragraphs 31–42; decision 6/CMP.2, paragraphs 1–4. 
6  Decision 3/CMP.1, preamble; decision 3/CMP.1, annex, paragraph 40 (a). 
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(a) Exemption from payment of registration fees; 

(b) Exemption from the share of proceeds to cover the administrative expenses of the CDM 
and/or assist with the costs of adaptation; 

(c) Expedited time lines for the registration of project activities. 

(d) Exemption from additionality criteria. 

(e) […] 

Option 2:  Each project activity shall demonstrate specific co-benefits. 

46. A DOE shall, as part of its validation of a project activity, confirm [that the designated national 
authority of the host Party has confirmed that its stipulated co-benefits are demonstrated by the project 
activity] [that the proposed project activity demonstrates one or more of the following co-benefits: 

(a) Energy efficiency; 

(b) Technology transfer; 

(c) Environmental services such as air pollution reduction, improvement of water quality, 
proper treatment and reduction of waste, conservation of biodiversity, and management 
of hydrological resources; 

(d) Poverty alleviation; 

(e) Economic growth; 

(f) Social benefits; 

(g) Strengthening human and institutional capacity.] 

Note: Further issues that may need to be addressed include: 

• Provisions for the measurement of co-benefits, including indicators 
• The definition of a sufficient level of co-benefits 
• The relationship to project scale 
• The contribution to minimization of negative spillover effects 
• The potential for perverse outcomes 

K.  Introduce multiplication factors to increase or decrease the certified 
emission reductions issued for specific project activity types 

Option A: 

47. Status quo:  Not provided for. 

Option B: 

48. Option 1:  A CDM project activity shall receive CERs equal to the emission reductions that are 
certified by the DOE multiplied by a factor decided by the CMP.  Multiplication factors may be greater or 
less than one.  The total quantity of CERs issued for a commitment period shall not exceed the aggregate 
quantity of emission reductions or removals achieved by CDM project activities during the commitment 
period. 
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 Option 2:  Specific CDM project activities shall receive CERs equal to the emission reductions that 
are certified by the DOE multiplied by a discount factor decided by the CMP. 

49. The CMP shall adopt, and periodically review, the [multiplication factors] [discount factors] on 
the basis of the following criteria: 

(a) [Criteria based on environmental integrity;] 

(b) [Criteria based on the primary sectoral scope of the project activity;7] 

(c) [Criteria based on the primary technology employed in the project activity;] 

(d) [Criteria based on the global warming potential of the gases whose emissions are reduced 
through the project activity;] 

(e) [Criteria relating to the host Party of the project activity;] 

(f) [Criteria based on the scale of the project activity (small-scale or large-scale).] 

II.  Joint implementation 
A.  Introduce modalities for treatment of clean development mechanism  

project activities upon graduation of host Parties 

Option A: 

50. Status quo:  Not provided for. 

Option B: 

51. Where a Party becomes eligible to host joint implementation (JI) projects, any registered CDM 
project activities hosted by that Party shall continue to be subject to all rules and modalities governing 
CDM project activities until the end of the current crediting period of the activities and a quantity of 
assigned amount units (AAUs) equal to the CERs issued from the time of JI eligibility onwards shall be 
cancelled.  [The provisions relating to the treatment of CERs generated by afforestation and reforestation 
project activities, as contained in decision 5/CMP.1 and other related decisions, shall apply mutatis 
mutandis in the second commitment period.] 

Note: Further issues that may need to be addressed include provisions for the cancellation of 
AAUs. 

Option C: 

52. Where a Party becomes eligible to host JI projects, any registered CDM project activities hosted 
by that Party shall be converted to JI projects and shall be subject to provisions for JI. 

Note: Further issues that may need to be addressed include: 

• Specific provisions for CDM afforestation and reforestation project activities 
• The provisions relating to the crediting period 
• Transition issues 

                                                 
7  The sectoral scope of the project activity refers to the classification used under the CDM for the sector in which 

the project activity is located. 
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• The ability to select the JI Track 1 procedure if the relevant eligibility requirements are 
met by the host Party 

• The consequences for registered CDM project activities that are not eligible to be 
registered JI project activities  

B.  Include nuclear activities 

Option A: 

53. Status quo.8 

Option B: 

54. Activities relating to nuclear facilities are not eligible as JI projects. 
 

Option C: 

55. Activities relating to new nuclear facilities are eligible as JI projects and Annex I Parties may use 
emission reduction units issued for such projects, on the basis of emission reductions achieved [during the 
second commitment period], to meet their emission commitments under Article 3, paragraph 1[, for the 
second commitment period]. 

Note: Further issues that may need to be addressed include: 

• Specific criteria or requirements for eligible nuclear activities 
• Costs relating to access to the technology 
• The direct contribution to emission reductions 
• Issues relating to non-proliferation 
• Issues relating to permanent disposal of nuclear waste 
• Safety, security and safeguards 

C.  Promote co-benefits for joint implementation projects under Track 2 by facilitative means 

Option A: 

56. Status quo:  Not provided for. 

Option B: 

57. Projects that demonstrate specific co-benefits shall be promoted through the following means:  
[…] 

58. An accredited independent entity shall, as part of its determination regarding a project, determine 
[that the designated focal point of the host Party has confirmed that its stipulated co-benefits are 
demonstrated by the project] [that the proposed project demonstrates [any of] [all] the following  
co-benefits: 

(a) Technology transfer; 

(b) Environmental services such as air pollution reduction, improvement of water quality, 
proper treatment and reduction of waste, conservation of biodiversity, and management 
of hydrological resources.] 

                                                 
8  Decision 16/CP.7, as confirmed by decision 9/CMP.1. 
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Note: Further issues that may need to be addressed include: 

• The determination of the means of promoting projects 
• The provisions for the measurement of co-benefits 
• The definition of a sufficient level of co-benefits 
• The potential for perverse outcomes 

III.  Emissions trading 
A.  Introduce emissions trading based on sectoral targets 

Option A: 

59. Status quo:  Not provided for. 

Option B: 

60. Non-Annex I Parties may participate in emissions trading on the basis of agreed emission targets 
established for sectors.  The emission target for a sector shall be set below the level of projected 
anthropogenic emissions by sources of GHGs within the sector boundary, or above the level of projected 
enhancements in removals by sinks of GHGs within the sector boundary, and shall be based on the most 
recent available data.  The sector boundary shall encompass all anthropogenic emissions of GHGs that are 
reasonably attributable to the sector in question. 

61. A participating non-Annex I Party shall be issued with emission allowances corresponding to its 
sectoral target.  Parties may devolve emission targets and allowances to legal entities. 

62. Once a participating Party has complied with modalities for monitoring, reporting and 
verification of sectoral emission levels, and accounting of emission allowances, the emission allowances 
may be transferred and acquired internationally and may be used by Annex I Parties to meet their 
emission commitments under Article 3, paragraph 1. 

63. Registered CDM project activities in the sector in question may continue in parallel with sectoral 
emissions trading.  A quantity of the emission allowances, issued for the host Party of the CDM project 
activity and equal to the CERs issued during the compliance period, shall be cancelled. 

64. In relation to sectoral emissions trading, the CMP shall adopt modalities for: 

(a) The governance of sectoral emissions trading and the means of reaching agreement on 
sectoral targets; 

(b) The determination of a sector boundary; 

(c) The monitoring, reporting and verification of emissions within the sector boundary; 

(d) Accounting of emission allowances, including their issuance; 

(e) The treatment of potential leakage from within the sector boundary; 

(f) Consequences of not achieving the sectoral target. 
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Note: Further issues that may need to be addressed include: 

• The definition of a sector 
• The form of the emission targets 
• The definition of the tradable unit and its use for compliance 

B.  Introduce emissions trading on the basis of nationally appropriate mitigation actions 

Option A: 

65. Status quo:  Not provided for. 

Option B: 

66. [CERs] [Credits] that are generated on the basis of a [NAMA registered as a CDM project 
activity] [NAMA] may be transferred and acquired under international emissions trading pursuant to 
Article 17.9 

67. [Emission reduction units that are generated on the basis of a NAMA in an Annex I Party, under 
the JI Track 1 procedure, may be transferred and acquired pursuant to Article 6.] 

C.  Introduce modalities and procedures for the recognition of units from voluntary 
emissions trading systems in non-Annex I Parties for trading and compliance purposes under the 

Kyoto Protocol 

Option A: 

68. Status quo:  Not provided for. 

Option B: 

69. Where a national or regional emissions trading scheme implemented on a voluntary basis by a 
non-Annex I Party or non-Annex I Parties meets specific eligibility requirements, emission allowances 
[and other units] issued under the scheme may be transferred and acquired internationally, and may be 
used by Annex I Parties to meet their emission commitments under Article 3, paragraph 1.  

70. The specific eligibility requirements shall be: 

(a) [Requirements relating to the basis for establishing emission targets;] 

(b) [Requirements relating to the monitoring, reporting and verification of emissions;] 

(c) [Requirements relating to the accounting of emission allowances;] 

(d) [Requirements relating to the avoidance of double-counting with emission reductions 
under the CDM.] 

Note: Further issues that may need to be addressed include the relationship to voluntary 
projects. 

                                                 
9  See section I.E.  CERs issued on the basis of a NAMA registered as a CDM project activity would automatically 

be eligible for transfer and acquisition under emissions trading pursuant to Article 17. 
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IV.  Cross-cutting issues 
A.  Relax or eliminate carry-over (banking) restrictions on Kyoto units 

Option A: 

71. Status quo.10 

Option B: 

72. There shall be no restrictions on the carry-over of Kyoto units to a subsequent commitment 
period. 
 
Option C:  

73. Limits on the carry-over of specific Kyoto units to a subsequent commitment period shall be as 
follows:  […] 
 

Note: Further issues that may need to be addressed include proposed limits on carry-over by 
Kyoto unit type. 

B.  Introduce borrowing of assigned amount from future commitment periods 

Option A: 

74. Status quo:  Not provided for. 

Option B: 

75. An Annex I Party may borrow assigned amount from the subsequent commitment period  
[, excluding any portion of its own assigned amount,] and use it for the purpose of compliance with its 
emission commitment under Article 3, paragraph 1, in the current commitment period in accordance with 
the following provisions:  […] 

Note: Further issues that may need to be addressed include: 

• The timing of the ‘repayment’ of the assigned amount 
• Limits on borrowing 
• The cost of borrowing, including through an ‘interest rate’ 
• The consequences for non-compliance in the subsequent commitment period 
• The implications for the environmental integrity of the Kyoto Protocol 

C.  Extend the share of proceeds 

Option A: 

76. Status quo.11 

                                                 
10  Decision 13/CMP.1, annex, paragraphs 15–16. 
11  Decision 17/CP.7, paragraph 15, as confirmed by decision 3/CMP.1; decision 2/CMP.3, paragraph 31. 
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Option B: 

77. To assist developing country Parties that are particularly vulnerable to the adverse effects of 
climate change to meet the costs of adaptation, [x] per cent of AAUs and removal units for each Annex I 
Party shall be set aside when such units are issued.  The international transaction log shall ensure that this 
share is issued and transferred to the specified account of the Adaptation Fund before the remaining units 
may be issued.  The Adaptation Fund Board shall offer these units for sale by auction by an appropriate 
institution authorized by the Board. 

Option C: 

78. The share of proceeds to assist developing country Parties that are particularly vulnerable to the 
adverse effects of climate change to meet the costs of adaptation, as referred to in Article 12, paragraph 8, 
shall be [x] per cent of CERs issued for CDM project activities, with the exception of CERs issued for 
CDM project activities in least developed countries. 
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Annex IV 

[ENGLISH ONLY] 

Other possible improvements to emissions trading and the  
project-based mechanisms under the Kyoto Protocol 

Note:  Some Parties have expressed the view that the elements in sections I.F, I.G, I.H, I.K, II.I, II.K, II.L 
and II.M below would require an amendment to the Kyoto Protocol and would not be within the mandate 
of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Further Commitments for Annex I Parties under the Kyoto Protocol 
(AWG-KP).  Some other Parties have expressed the view that legal analysis is needed to determine which 
elements in this annex would require a decision of the CMP or an amendment to the  
Kyoto Protocol and that such amendments would be within the mandate of the AWG-KP. 

I.  Clean development mechanism 
A.  Introduce a different supervisory structure and institutional arrangement in case of  

modification of the scope of the clean development mechanism 

B.  Change the composition of the Executive Board membership to  
ensure equitable representation of Parties 

C.  Move the secretariat’s function of supporting 
the Executive Board to another organization 

D.  Introduce alternative institutional arrangements for 
validation, verification and certification 

E.  Broaden the role of host Party governments 

F.  Differentiate the treatment of types of project activities by Party 

G.  Allocate proportions of demand to project activity types that contribute more  
to the sustainable development of host Parties 

H.  Allocate proportions of demand to specific groups of host Parties to  
enhance their sustainable development 

I.  Introduce alternative accounting rules for afforestation and reforestation  
project activities in order to increase demand1 

J.  Restrict the clean development mechanism to bilateral project activities 

K.  Use global temperature potentials instead of global warming potentials2 

L.  Include technology transfer as a criterion for the registration of project activities 

M.  Revise criteria for accreditation of designated operational entities, especially 
financial criteria, to enhance the accreditation of designated operational entities 

 based in non-Annex I Parties 

                                                 
1  Discussion to be informed by outcomes from the consideration of non-permanence and other methodological 

issues. 
2  Global warming potentials are being considered by the AWG-KP under its work on greenhouse gases, sectors and 

source categories. 
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II.  Joint implementation 
A.  Ensure that approaches for land use, land-use change and forestry projects under  

joint implementation are in line with the treatment of land use, land-use change and forestry  
under Article 3, paragraphs 3 and 4, of the Kyoto Protocol3 

B.  Introduce approaches for land use, land-use change and forestry projects  
under joint implementation that are parallel to the treatment of  

clean development mechanism afforestation and reforestation project activities4 

1. The procedures for the development of project design documents set out in appendix B of the 
annex to decision 5/CMP.1 shall apply mutatis mutandis to land use, land-use change and forestry project 
activities under joint implementation. 

C.  Introduce crediting on the basis of nationally appropriate mitigation actions 

D.  Introduce a different supervisory structure and institutional arrangement  
in case of modification of the scope of joint implementation 

E.  Change the composition of the Joint Implementation Supervisory Committee  
membership to ensure equitable representation of Parties 

F.  Move the secretariat’s function of supporting the  
Joint Implementation Supervisory Committee to another organization 

G.  Introduce alternative institutional arrangements for determination and verification 

H.  Broaden the role of host Party governments 

I.  Differentiate the eligibility of Parties through the use of indicators 

Note: Issues that may need to be addressed include carbon accounting and related concepts, 
including additionality, project boundaries and land eligibility. 

J.  Improve access to joint implementation projects by certain host Parties 

K.  Differentiate the treatment of types of projects by Party 

L.  Allocate proportions of demand to project types that contribute more  
to the sustainable development of host Parties 

M.  Allocate proportions of demand to specific groups of host Parties to  
enhance their sustainable development 

N.  Restrict joint implementation to bilateral projects 

O.  Introduce multiplication factors to increase or decrease the  
emission reduction units issued for specific project types 

                                                 
3  Discussion to be informed by outcomes from the consideration of non-permanence and other methodological 

issues. 
4  Discussion to be informed by outcomes from the consideration of non-permanence and other methodological 

issues. 
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P.  Use global temperature potentials instead of global warming potentials 5 

Q.  Include technology transfer as a criterion for the final determination for projects 

III.  Emissions trading 
A.  Eliminate restrictions on the trading and use of certain Kyoto unit types  

under national and regional emissions trading schemes 

B.  Enhance equivalence among Kyoto unit types 

C.  Reduce the commitment period reserve 

2. Each Annex I Party shall maintain, in its national registry, a commitment period reserve (CPR) 
which should not drop below the lower of either: 

(a) [x] per cent of the Party’s assigned amount calculated pursuant to Article 3, paragraphs 7 
and 8, of the Kyoto Protocol; 

(b) The sum of the reviewed inventories reported thus far in that commitment period plus the 
most recently reviewed inventory multiplied by the number of years remaining in that 
commitment period.  

 
Note: Further issues that may need to be addressed include the operation of the CPR during the 
transition between commitment periods. 

D.  Increase the commitment period reserve 

E.  Encourage disclosure of information on transactions of Kyoto units 

F.  Move the secretariat’s function of maintaining and operating the  
international transaction log to another organization 

IV.  Cross-cutting issues 
A.  Reduce the number of unit types under the Kyoto Protocol 

B.  Introduce a mid-commitment-period assessment and review process 

3. The Parties to the Kyoto Protocol shall undertake an assessment and review of efforts made to 
meet quantified emission limitation and reduction commitments agreed for the second commitment 
period in order to assess progress and determine whether additional measures are needed, based on best 
available scientific assessment, to meet the ultimate objective of the Convention.  This review shall be 
concluded no later than 31 December 2015 and shall enable a decision of the Parties specifying additional 
measures to be taken by Annex I Parties, which may include more stringent quantitative emission 
limitation and reduction commitments for adoption by the Parties.6 
                                                 
5  Global warming potentials are being considered by the AWG-KP under its work on greenhouse gases, sectors and 

source categories.  
6  The Party proposing this provision stated that it would be relevant in the case of commitment periods longer than 

five years. 
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Annex V 
[ENGLISH ONLY] 

 

Options and proposals on how to address definitions, modalities, rules and 
guidelines for the treatment of land use, land use change and forestry 

 
Note: The proposals are at different level of development (from concrete textual proposals in bold to 
conceptual proposals in italics) for definitions, rules and modalities for land use, land-use change and 
forestry (LULUCF) using the present text of  decision 16/CMP.1 for option 1 of  document 
FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/INF.1, and could be further elaborated based on the submissions by Parties and 
the views expressed at the seventh session of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Further Commitments for 
Annex I Parties under the Kyoto Protocol (AWG-KP).  
 
Option 2 remains an explicit option and is noted at the end of the document, and could be further 
elaborated based on the submissions by Parties and the views expressed at the seventh session of the 
AWG-KP.  
 
Option 1  

A.  Definitions 

1. For land use, land-use change and forestry activities under Article 3,1 paragraphs 3 and 4, the 
following definitions shall apply: 

(a) “Forest” is a minimum area of land of 0.05–1.0 hectares with tree crown cover (or 
equivalent stocking level) of more than 10–30 per cent with trees with the potential to 
reach a minimum height of 2–5 metres at maturity in situ.  A forest may consist either of 
closed forest formations where trees of various storeys and undergrowth cover a high 
proportion of the ground or open forest.  Young natural stands and all plantations which 
have yet to reach a crown density of 10–30 per cent or tree height of 2–5 metres are 
included under forest, as are areas normally forming part of the forest area which are 
temporarily un-stocked as a result of human intervention such as harvesting or natural 
causes but which are expected to revert to forest; 

(b) “Afforestation” is the direct human-induced conversion of land that has not been forested 
for a period of at least 50 years to forested land through planting, seeding and/or the 
human-induced promotion of natural seed sources; 

(c) “Reforestation” is the direct human-induced conversion of non-forested land to forested 
land through planting, seeding and/or the human-induced promotion of natural seed 
sources, on land that was forested but that has been converted to non-forested land.  For 
the first commitment period, reforestation activities will be limited to reforestation 
occurring on those lands that did not contain forest on 31 December 1989; 

(d) “Deforestation” is the direct human-induced conversion of forested land to non-forested 
land; 

                                                 
1  “Article” in this annex refers to an Article of the Kyoto Protocol, unless otherwise specified. 
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(e) “Re-vegetation” is a direct human-induced activity to increase carbon stocks on sites 
through the establishment of vegetation that covers a minimum area of 0.05 hectares and 
does not meet the definitions of afforestation and reforestation contained here;  

[(e bis) Option 1 (insert): “De-vegetation” is a human-induced loss of carbon stocks of 
vegetation that does not meet the definition of forests.  It includes the loss of 
vegetation on land, whether covered by water or not, and shall includes areas of 
land or land covered by vegetation that is a minimum area of 0.05 hectares. De-
vegetation includes both living and non-living biomass and includes aboveground 
and below ground biomass, including, inter alia, peat, swamp vegetation, shrubs, 
grasslands, sea grasses, mangroves, and sea weeds. 

     Option 2: (replace (e) above with) “Re-vegetation” is a direct human-induced activity 
to increase carbon stocks on sites through the establishment of vegetation that 
covers a minimum area of 0.05 hectares and does not meet the definitions of 
afforestation and reforestation above.  If elected the activity includes accounting for 
direct human-induced activities that decreases carbon stocks on land which has 
been categorized as a re-vegetation area and does not met the definition of 
deforestation.] 

(f) “Forest management” is a system of practices for stewardship and use of forest land 
aimed at fulfilling relevant ecological (including biological diversity), economic and 
social functions of the forest in a sustainable manner.  [Human induced decrease in 
carbon stocks and/or increases in greenhouse gas emissions on forested land 
remaining forested land shall be included]. 

(g) “Cropland management” is the system of practices on land on which agricultural crops 
are grown and on land that is set aside or temporarily not being used for crop production. 

(h) “Grazing land management” is the system of practices on land used for livestock 
production aimed at manipulating the amount and type of vegetation and livestock 
produced. 

[(h bis)  Option 1:  “Wetland restoration” is a direct human-induced activity to reduce 
emissions of greenhouse gases and thus limiting carbon stock degradation by 
restoring degraded wetlands.  If elected  the activity include emissions of greenhouse 
gases and reduction of carbon stocks resulting from human-induced drainage of 
wetlands.] 

[(h ter)  “Planted production forest” is a forest consisting of introduced species, which as at 
1990 met all the following criteria: one or two species at plantation, even age class, 
and regular spacing.  The “planted production forest” shall have been established 
by direct human-induced conversion of non-forest land to forest land by the 
planting and/or seeding provisions of an afforestation or reforestation activity;   

(h qua) “Equivalent forest” means an area of forest that will achieve at least the same 
carbon stock over the same period as would have occurred had the area of 
harvested “planted production forest” been re-established;]  

[(h quin) “Force majeure” means, for the purposes of this decision, an extraordinary event 
or circumstance that is beyond the control of Parties, and may include, wildfire, 
severe pest outbreak, flooding, landslide, volcano, earthquake, or severe wind 
storm.  
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(h sex) “Time out” is a period of time where accounting for land has been suspended as a 
result of a force majeure. 

(h sept) “Certified Sustainable Forest Management” is socially just and ecologically 
responsible management of forests that has been certified, and that such 
certification has been considered by Subsidiary Body for Scientific and 
Technological Advice (SBSTA) and subsequently approved by the Conference of 
Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol (CMP) and is 
based on the criteria provided for in this annex; 

(h oct) “Harvested wood products” are carbon-based products derived from forests and 
include timber, wood, ply, chipboard, but do not include sawdust, cardboard, wood 
chips, paper or other short-lived wood based products.  It does not include 
combustible products used as fuel, such as fuel wood or other fuel types such oils, 
hydrocarbons or alcohols derived from forest products. 

(h nov) “Harvested wood product management” is the system of practices that result in the 
short term or long term storage of carbon stocks in harvested wood products within 
the country of origin of forests where the wood products were grown; 

(h dec) “Importing harvested wood products” is the system of practices associated with 
importing harvested wood products from non Annex I Parties; 

(h onc) “Non Annex I wood products” includes wood products originally grown in Parties 
not included in Annex I and shall include all carbon-based products derived from 
forests and shall include timber, wood, ply, chipboard, sawdust, cardboard, wood 
chips and paper.  It shall include combustible products used as fuel, such as fuel 
wood or other fuel types such oils, hydrocarbons or alcohols derived from forest 
products.] 

B.  Article 3, paragraph 3 

2. For the purposes of Article 3, paragraph 3, eligible activities are those direct human-induced 
afforestation, reforestation and/or deforestation activities that meet the requirements set forth in this 
annex and that started on or after 1 January 1990 and before 31 December of the last year of the 
commitment period. 

3. For the purposes of determining the area of deforestation to come into the accounting system 
under Article 3, paragraph 3, each Party shall determine the forest area using the same spatial assessment 
unit as is used for the determination of afforestation and reforestation, but not larger than 1 hectare. 

[3 bis  In the case of “planted production forests” established before 1 January 1990 only, 
conversion of forested land to non-forest land shall be considered harvesting, and shall not be 
considered deforestation, where an “equivalent forest” is established elsewhere on non-forest land 
that would have qualified for afforestation or reforestation.  “Equivalent forest” shall not be 
included in a Party’s assessment of emissions and removals from afforestation and reforestation 
activities and must be included in a Party’s accounting of forest management under Article 3, 
paragraph 4, if elected.] 
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4. [Option 1:  For the second commitment period, debits23resulting from harvesting during the 
second commitment period following afforestation and reforestation since 1990 shall not be greater than 
credits34accounted for on that unit of land. 

Option 2:  For the second commitment period, debits arising from a unit of land, that was 
subject to afforestation and reforestation since 1990 and has not since been harvested, shall not be 
greater than credits accounted for in total on that unit of land. 

Option 3:  Delete the paragraph.]   

5. Each Party included in Annex I shall report, in accordance with Article 7, on how harvesting or 
forest disturbance that is followed by the re-establishment of a forest is distinguished from deforestation.  
This information will be subject to review in accordance with Article 8. 

C.  Article 3, paragraph 4 

6. [Prior to the start of the second commitment period] a Party included in Annex I may choose 
to account for anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions by sources and removals by sinks resulting from 
any or all of the following human-induced activities, other than afforestation, reforestation, deforestation, 
[and any activity under Article 3, paragraph 4 elected in the first commitment period (Note: if rules 
change substantially this may need to be reconsidered)]:  [revegetation [devegetation]], forest 
management, cropland management, grazing land management, [wetland restoration]. 

[6 bis.  All Parties included in Annex I shall account for anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions by 
sources and removals by sinks resulting from the activity under Article 3, paragraph 4 forest 
management in the second commitment period.] (it implies deletion of forest management on 
paragraph 6 above) 

7. A Party included in Annex I wishing to account for activities under Article 3, paragraph 4, shall 
identify, in its report to enable the establishment of its assigned amount pursuant to Article 3, 
paragraph 7, and Article 3, paragraph 8, the activities under Article 3, paragraph 4, which it elects to 
include in its accounting for the second  commitment period.  Upon election, a decision by a Party will be 
fixed for the second commitment period. 

8. During the second commitment period, a Party included in Annex I that selects any additional 
activity of the activities mentioned in paragraph 6 above [, in addition to those already selected for the 
first commitment period,]  shall demonstrate that such activities have occurred since 1990 and are 
human-induced.  A Party included in Annex I shall not account for emissions by sources and removals by 
sinks resulting from activities under Article 3, paragraph 4, if these are already accounted for under 
Article 3, paragraph 3.  

9. For the second commitment period, accountable anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions by 
sources and removals by sinks resulting from re-vegetation[, de-vegetation], cropland management, 
grazing land management, [wetland restoration] under Article 3, paragraph 4, shall be equal to 
anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions by sources and removals by sinks in the commitment period, 
less [five][X] times the anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions by sources and removals by sinks 
resulting from these eligible activities in the base year of that Party, while avoiding double accounting. 
 

                                                 
2  ‘Debits’:  where emissions are larger than removals on a unit of land. 
 
3  ‘Credits’:  where removals are larger than emissions on a unit of land. 
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[9 bis.  If a Party was a net sink in the base year for the elected activity of cropland management, 
grazing land management or re-vegetation, and it provides information that demonstrates that 
there is no net soil carbon stock change on land subject to the activity because the soil carbon has 
reached saturation, then the Party would report zero in its accounting.  The Party would need to 
provide the information in its national inventory report.  The information would be subject to 
expert review.] 

10. [Option 1: For the second commitment period, a Party included in Annex I that incurs a net 
source of emissions under the provisions of Article 3, paragraph 3, may account for anthropogenic 
greenhouse gas emissions by sources and removals by sinks in areas under forest management under 
Article 3, paragraph 4, up to a level that is equal to the net source of emissions under the provisions of 
Article 3, paragraph 3, but not greater than 9.0 megatons of carbon times five, if the total anthropogenic 
greenhouse gas emissions by sources and removals by sinks in the managed forest since 1990 is equal to, 
or larger than, the net source of emissions incurred under Article 3, paragraph 3. 

Option 2: Delete the paragraph] 

11. For the second commitment period [only], additions to and subtractions from the assigned 
amount of a Party4 resulting from forest management under Article 3, paragraph 4, [after the application 
of paragraph 10 above] and resulting from forest management project activities undertaken under Article 
6, shall: 

[Option 1:  not exceed the value inscribed in the appendix [5] below, times [five][x]. 

Option 2:  be subject to the application of a [Y] discount factor [as inscribed in the appendix below]. 

Option 3:  be subject to the application of a bar as inscribed in the appendix below.  The bar could be 
established considering:  

(a) Agreed levels could be set by using the average removals or emissions from forest 
management for agreed historical base year or period.  Otherwise countries could 
propose an alternative removals or emissions level in the submission mentioned below 
and provide relevant elements in support. 

(b) An alternative level could apply where national circumstances, particularly the legacy 
effects of age structure, lead to a declining sink in projected emissions even if the 
presence of sustainable forest management. 

(c) Continuity of the provision for accounting in the first commitment period.   

Option 4:  Accounting for forest management using a forward looking baseline.  The elements that would 
need to be reflected in a legal text to implement the proposal are the following: 

                                                 
4  In accordance with decision -/CMP.X (Modalities for the accounting of assigned amounts). 
5  [In arriving at the values in the appendix below, the Conference of the Parties was guided by the application of an 

85 per cent discount factor to account for the removals identified in paragraph 1 (h) of decision 16/CMP.1 (Land 
use, land-use change and forestry) and a 3 per cent cap on forest management, using a combination of data 
provided by Parties and by the Food an Agriculture Organization.   

Consideration was also given to national circumstances (including the degree of effort needed to meet Kyoto 
commitments and the forest management measures implemented).  The accounting framework established in this 
paragraph shall not be construed as establishing any precedent for the second and subsequent commitment 
periods] 
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(a) Accounting for forest management is defined as being based on estimated forest 
management emissions and removals in the commitment period less the forest 
management reference level emissions and removals for the commitment period (the 
forward-looking business-as-usual baseline).   

(b) A Party that has elected to account for forest management would determine the forest 
management reference level emissions and removals considering current forest inventory 
information, actions already taken to reduce emissions and increase removals, historical 
data and forest management activities, business-as-usual forest management plans, and 
the relationship between historical and planned activity.  The Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change (IPCC) could be asked to provide guidance in relation to 
methodological issues for establishment of the reference level.   

(c) The Party would report a description and justification of the reference level and the 
information used to establish it.  The reference level and the information would be 
subject to expert review.  The mechanism and timing of the reporting and review, which 
would be prior to 2013, would need to be established. 

(d) A Party could decide to exclude emissions and subsequent removals resulting from 
natural disturbance events from its estimate of forest management emissions and 
removals in the commitment period. 

(e) A Party that decided to exclude the emissions and removals resulting from natural 
disturbances would need to provide information on the natural disturbances in its 
national inventory report.  This would include a demonstration that the natural 
disturbance events and the associated emissions and removals are non-anthropogenic 
and not direct human-induced.  The information provided would be subject to review] 

Note:  The appendix to decision 16/CMP.1 would be revised/deleted in accordance with the provisions  
above for the accounting of forest management under Article 3, paragraph 4. 

12. [A Party may request the Conference of the Parties (COP) to reconsider its numerical values as 
contained in paragraph 10 and in the appendix to paragraph 11, with a view to the COP recommending a 
decision for adoption by the CMP, no later than 2 years prior to the beginning of the first commitment 
period.  Such a reconsideration shall be based upon country-specific data and the elements of guidance 
and consideration in footnote 4 to paragraph 11.  These shall be submitted and reviewed in accordance 
with relevant decisions related to Articles 5, 7 and 8 of the Kyoto Protocol, and in accordance with the 
Revised 1996 IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories, any future elaboration of these 
guidelines, or parts of them, and any good practice guidance on LULUCF in accordance with the relevant 
decisions of the COP.](consider deletion, due to specific need for the first commitment period)   

D.  Article 12 
 

Note:  Further discussion on how to address non-permanence is need. Proposals under consideration  
are reflected in FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/INF.2. 

13. The eligibility of LULUCF project activities under Article 12 is  

[Option 1:  limited to afforestation and reforestation. 

Option 2: Expand the list of activities (to be decided after)] 

13 bis.  [For afforestation and reforestation project activities to be eligible under Article 12 the land 
must be non forested in 1990 and remain non forested until the start of the second commitment 
period.  Land that did not contain forest on 31 December 1989 and which has subsequently been 
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allowed to re-vegetate or reforest prior to the start of the second commitment period and 
subsequently de-vegetated or deforested prior to the second commitment period shall not be eligible 
under Article 12.] 

13 ter Land that was natural grassland or shrubland in 1990 shall not be eligible under Article 12.] 

14. For the second commitment period, the total of additions to a Party’s assigned amount resulting 
from eligible LULUCF project activities under Article 12 shall not exceed one per cent of base year 
emissions of that Party, times [five][X]. 

15. [The treatment of LULUCF project activities under Article 12 in future commitment periods shall 
be decided as part of the negotiations on the third commitment period.] (this paragraph could be further 
amended, proposal for 15 bis is related) 

[15 bis  Accounting for afforestation and reforestation project activities under Article 12 as 
described in decision 19/CP.9 shall apply, mutatis mutandis, for the second and subsequent 
commitment periods.] 

E.  General 

16. Each Party included in Annex I shall, for the purposes of applying the definition of “forest” as 
contained in paragraph 1(a) above, select a single minimum tree crown cover value between 10 and 30 
per cent, a single minimum land area value between 0.05 and 1 hectare and a single minimum tree height 
value between 2 and 5 metres.  The selection of a Party shall be fixed for the duration of the second 
commitment period.  The selection shall be included as an integral part of its report to enable the 
calculation of its assigned amount pursuant to Article 3, paragraphs 7 and 8, in accordance with decision 
19/CP.7, and shall include the values for tree crown cover, tree height and the minimum land area.  Each 
Party shall justify in its reporting that such values are consistent with the information that has historically 
been reported to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations or other international 
bodies, and if they differ, explain why and how such values were chosen.  

17. For the second commitment period, and subject to other provisions in this annex, the additions to 
and subtractions from the assigned amount of a Party pursuant to Article 3, paragraphs 7 and 8, shall be 
equal to anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions by sources and removals by sinks measured as 
verifiable changes in carbon stocks, and non-carbon dioxide greenhouse gas emissions during the period 
[1 January 2013 to] [31 December [YY]] resulting from afforestation, reforestation and deforestation 
under Article 3, paragraph 3, and forest management under Article 3, paragraph 4, that have taken place 
since 1 January 1990.  Where the result of this calculation is a net sink of greenhouse gases, this value 
shall be added to the assigned amount of that Party.  Where the result of this calculation is a net source of 
greenhouse gas emissions, this value shall be subtracted from the assigned amount of that Party. 

18. Accounting of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions by sources and removals by sinks 
resulting from LULUCF activities under Article 3, paragraphs 3 and 4, shall begin with the onset of the 
activity or the beginning of the commitment period, whichever comes later. 

19. Once land is accounted for under Article 3, paragraphs 3 and 4, all anthropogenic greenhouse gas 
emissions by sources from and removals by sinks on this land must be accounted for throughout 
subsequent and contiguous commitment periods. 

20. National inventory systems under Article 5, paragraph 1, shall ensure that [information on the] 
areas of land subject to LULUCF activities under Article 3, paragraphs 3 and 4 [are identifiable, and 
information about these areas] should be provided by each Party included in Annex I in their national 
inventories in accordance with Article 7.  Such information will be reviewed in accordance with Article 8.  
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21. Each Party included in Annex I shall account for all changes in the following carbon pools:  
above-ground biomass, below-ground biomass, litter, dead wood, and soil organic carbon.  A Party may 
choose not to account for a given pool in a commitment period, if transparent and verifiable information 
is provided that the pool is not a source. 

With regards to adjusting for natural disturbances 

21 bis  [Option 1:  Removing natural disturbance impacts is optional, the information that needs to be 
provided about natural disturbance events, and the need for information demonstrating that the emissions 
and removals are non-anthropogenic and not direct human-induced.  The following issues [could 
be][should be] considered in developing further the modalities: 
 

(i) A Party would have the option of excluding the impact of natural disturbances from its 
accounting. Text would be needed on how emissions and subsequent removals resulting 
from natural disturbances would be removed from the accounting. 

(ii) Principles will be needed to guide Parties in reporting on emissions and subsequent 
removals resulting from natural disturbance events on Article 3, paragraph 3, or Article 
3, paragraph 4, lands.  This may include provision of information on the natural 
disturbances in its national inventory report including a demonstration that the natural 
disturbance events and the associated emissions and removals are non-anthropogenic 
and not direct human-induced.  This may include, inter alia: 

(a) Information that identifies the location, cause and scale of impact of the natural 
disturbance events. 

(b) Information that demonstrates that no land-use change has followed the natural 
disturbance events. 

(c) Information on the emissions and removals that would be excluded.  

(d) Information that demonstrates that the excluded emissions and removals are 
non-anthropogenic. 

(e) Information on the carbon stocks prior to the natural disturbance events  

(f) Information on the monitoring and the recovery of the carbon stocks following 
the natural disturbance event. 

(iii) The information provided would be subject to review.  Guidance would need to be 
provided to support the review process. 

(iv) Parties’ may consider formulating a request to the IPCC to assist in defining 
methodological approaches related to how natural disturbance emissions and removals 
are excluded, and related to demonstrating that the natural disturbance events and the 
associated emissions and removals are non-anthropogenic and not direct human-
induced.  This would include methodological approaches already tabled. 

Option 2:  A Party included in Annex I may choose to carry-over to the next commitment period(s) 
the non-anthropogenic emissions resulting from natural disturbances. 
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Option 3:  A Party included in Annex I that has elected to account for any or all elected activities 
under Article 3, paragraph 4 and which has suffered a ‘force majeure’ during the second 
commitment period or subsequent commitment periods, may seek approval from the CMP to seek 
a time out and hence eliminate such land from the accounting system for a period of time until the 
carbon stocks on the explicitly geo-referenced land are returned to the state prior to the ‘force 
majeure’. 
 
(bis)  In making a decision whether to approve a time out for a Party, the CMP shall take into 
consideration the following aspects:  whether the force majeure fits the definition as prescribed in 
this decision; how the ‘force majeure’ was not human induced; whether the Party can provide 
verifiable geo-referenced information on the land subject to the force majeure; whether the Party 
can provide a verifiable estimate of the carbon stocks on the affected land immediately prior to the 
force majeure; whether the Party has provided an estimate of the time for the time out; and 
whether the Party is able to maintain an ongoing inventory and assessment of the recovery of 
carbon stocks until the end of the time out period. 

 
(ter)  Once land has been timed out it shall continue to be reported and accounted for during and 
beyond the second commitment period until such time as the land has recovered the carbon stocks 
to the state prior to the ‘force majeure’.] 
 
With regards to harvested wood products  

21 ter.  [Option 1: Carbon removed in wood and other biomass from forests accounted for 
under the Kyoto Protocol under Articles 3, 6 and 12, shall be accounted for on the basis of default 
instantaneous oxidation or on the basis of estimates as to when emissions occur provided verifiable 
data are available.  Such carbon, including carbon in exported wood, may be transferred to a 
harvested wood products pool to be accounted for by the Party producing the wood. 

Option 2:  A Party included in Annex I shall account for importing of harvested wood products that 
have originated from a non Annex I Party in a manner prescribed in paragraphs below. 
 
(bis)  A Party included in Annex I may chose to account for the use harvested wood products for 
harvested wood products derived from forests subject to reforestation activities since 1 January 
1990 in that Party and which have subsequently been subject to forest biomass decline activities 
during the commitment period.  
 
(ter)  A Party included in Annex I may also chose to account for the use of harvested wood 
products for such products derived from elected forest management activities elected in the first 
commitment period or elected forest management activities in the second commitment period.  
 
(qua)  Notwithstanding the provisions included in paragraph x below, imported harvested wood 
products from another country shall not enter the accounting system.   
 
(quin) The calculation of carbon stock changes for the purposes of accounting for harvested 
wood products, if so elected, on land that is to be accounted for under either, reforested land or 
elected forest management land shall be based on the total increment of carbon stock growth in the 
eligible forest minus any changes in soil carbon, minus carbon stocks left over from timber harvest 
activities, minus carbon stocks from any wood residues from wood mills minus carbon stocks from 
wood products used for the purposes of paper, wood chips or other short-lived wood products, 
minus a carbon release estimate of harvested wood products produced and then destroyed during 
the commitment period times a conversion factor from carbon to carbon dioxide equivalent. 
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(sex) Harvested wood products derived from deforestation shall be accounted for on the basis that 
all carbon biomass deforested is considered to have oxidized in the year when the deforestation 
took place and shall been accounted for as an emission.  All other biomass emissions, such as loss of 
soil carbon, human induced fires etc., associated with the deforestation activity, shall be accounted 
for as an emission. 

(sept) Once a harvested wood product leaves the country of the Party included in Annex I where 
the forest product was originally grown, the carbon stocks included in such a product shall be 
accounted for as an emission. 

Option 3:  Include on a voluntary bases the harvest wood pool carbon stock changes from forests 
accounted for under the Kyoto Protocol, otherwise apply present provisions. ] 

[21 qua.  Insert a provision to limit the use of the LULUCF sector for compliance with Annex I 
commitment.] 

Note:  The appendix to decision 16/CMP.1 would be revised/deleted in accordance with the provisions  in 
paragraph 11 above for the accounting of forest management under Article 3, paragraph 4. 

Note:  The reporting and review guidelines need to be reviewed in accordance with the options chosen. 

Note:  Depending of the degree of detail on some proposals, it may be possible that SBSTA will need to 
be requested to  develop further modalities, for example in the case of harvest wood products.  This may 
include further consideration of the construct of “managed lands” as appears in 2003 IPCC GPG in light 
of the May 2009 IPCC workshop entitled “Revisiting the use of Managed Land as a Proxy for 
Anthropogenic Emissions and Removals”. 

Option 2 
Option 2 is included in document FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/INF.1.   
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Annex VI 
[ENGLISH ONLY] 

 

Text on potential consequences for further consideration by the Ad Hoc 
Working Group on Further Commitments for Annex I Parties  

under the Kyoto Protocol at its eighth session 
 

1. [The Ad Hoc Working Group on Further Commitments for Annex I Parties under the Kyoto 
Protocol (AWG-KP) noted that further work on this issue should build on the relevant decisions of the 
Conference of the Parties and of the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to the 
Kyoto Protocol (CMP), and work underway in other bodies and processes under the Convention and its 
Kyoto Protocol, with the view to maintain a coherent [and consistent] approach[, avoiding duplication,] 
with other work in the UNFCCC process, including through the possible use of joint groups.] 

2. [Parties noted that work on this issue should be consolidated into a single stream with a view to 
avoiding duplication and maintaining a coherent approach with other work in the UNFCCC process].  

3. The AWG-KP reiterated that its work on potential consequences should be guided and informed 
by [Article 4, paragraphs 8, 9 and 10, of the Convention,] Article 2, paragraph 3, and Article 3, 
paragraph 14, of the Kyoto Protocol, and by the best available scientific, social, environmental and 
economic information, [and be based on evidence of actual impacts and consequences] [and be based on 
negative consequences that developing country Parties are facing and/or will face].   

4. [In noting that there could be both negative and positive potential consequences, the AWG-KP also 
recognized the need to broaden its understanding of aspects related to them.]  

5. [The AWG-KP noted the complexity of this issue, including in the assessment of the 
consequences of tools, policies, measures and methodologies available to Annex I Parties.  It further 
noted that there are difficulties in anticipating, attributing and quantifying potential consequences owing 
to the many economic and social factors and diverse policy objectives involved.  It also noted that the 
potential consequences depend on the institutional capacity and regulatory framework in non-Annex I 
countries].  

6. The AWG-KP [noted that there are both positive and negative consequences and] agreed that its 
work on this issue should focus on [minimizing negative potential consequences.] [deepening Parties 
understanding of potential consequences.] 
 
It recognized that although potential negative consequences present challenges for all Parties, 
they will be most severe for: 
Option 1: The most vulnerable and poorest developing country Parties[, that are least capable to 
address them].   
Option 2: Developing countries, in particular the most vulnerable.   
Option 3: Developing country Parties, particularly least developed countries (LDC’s), Alliance 
of Small Island States (AOSIS) and African countries.   
Option 4: The most vulnerable and poorest developing country Parties, also taking into account 
the potential benefits of response measures.  
Option 5: All developing country Parties and, in particular, for the most vulnerable and poorest 
developing country Parties.  
Option 6: Developing country Parties, in particular for the poorest and most vulnerable 
developing country Parties.  
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Option 7: All Parties, especially developing country Parties, they will be most severe for the 
poorest and most vulnerable developing country Parties, who are the least capable to address 
them.  
Option 8: Use what is in Article 2, paragraph 3, and Article 3, paragraph 14, of the Kyoto 
Protocol ‘impact on developing country Parties’, in particular those identified in Article 4, 
paragraphs 8 and 9 of the Convention.  
Option 9: The AWG-KP recognized that the level of impact of potential consequences will vary 
among Parties and that attention should be given to the negative consequences on developing 
countries.  

6. 
First sentence  
Option 1: The AWG-KP underlined the need for Annex I Parties to design policies and measures 
carefully, in order to minimize the negative potential consequences of mitigation actions as well 
as to [maximize][consider]  positive potential consequences, taking into account possible 
interactions between different policies and measures.  
Option 2: The AWG-KP underlined that there are both positive and negative consequences and 
that these should be carefully taken into account in the design of policies and measures.  
Option 3: The AWG-KP underlined that Annex I Parties should [strive to] design policies and 
measures carefully, in order to [strive to] minimize negative potential consequences of mitigation 
actions as well as to maximize positive potential consequences, taking into account possible 
interactions between different policies and measures.   
Option 4: The AWG-KP underlined the need for Annex I Parties to design policies and measures 
carefully, in order to minimize the negative potential consequences of mitigation actions. The 
AWG-KP also emphasized that these policies and measures should also maximize positive 
potential consequences.  
Option 5: The AWG-KP underlined that there are both positive and negative consequences, and 
that Annex I Parties should strive to minimize negative consequences of design of policies and 
measures.   

 
Second sentence 
[Option 1: The AWG-KP noted that there is a need to develop guidelines to assist Annex I 
Parties in their assessment of potential consequences and agreed to further examine the possible 
development of such guidelines at its eighth session.  
Option 2: The AWG-KP agreed to develop guidelines to assist Annex I Parties in their 
assessment of potential consequences and agreed to further examine possible elements of these 
guidelines at its eighth session.]  
The AWG-KP further noted that [for the work mentioned in paragraph 5 above]  
[Parties could take into consideration that actions to address][Parties’ consideration of 
information on] potential consequences would need: 

(a) To complement and support efforts to mitigate climate change; 

(b) To benefit from experiences of Parties and lessons learned;  

(c) To [be based on] [flow from] national policies and measures; {needs elaboration} 
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(d) To [balance the consideration of] [consider both] negative and positive potential 
consequences;  

{needs elaboration} 

(e) To [focus on] [take into account]    

Option 1: The special circumstances of the poorest and most vulnerable 
developing country Parties [that are least capable to address potential 
consequences.] 
Option 2: The special circumstances of developing countries, in particular the 
most vulnerable developing country Parties  
Option 3: The national circumstances of developing country Parties, particularly 
LDCs, AOSIS and African countries.  

7. [The AWG-KP noted that one way [for Parties] to facilitate the design and selection of mitigation 
actions [by Annex I Parties] is to identify potential consequences associated with specific tools, policies 
and measures  
Option 1: That are considered or implemented by Annex I Parties and then to develop ways and 
means, including impact assessments, to minimize these consequences [on non Annex I Parties] 
[on all Parties] 
Option 2: Including by the use of impact assessments]   

8.  
Option 1: The AWG-KP noted that there are difficulties in quantifying potential consequences 
owing to the many economic and social factors involved.  In this regard it noted the need to 
deepen the understanding of potential consequences, giving priority to negative consequences on 
[the poorest] developing countries.  [This could be achieved through various mechanisms, 
including regional assessments; a global assessment to be carried out by an international 
organization (such as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change); and the regular and 
systematic provision by all Parties of information that is as complete as possible (including in 
national communications).]  
Option 2: The AWG-KP noted that there is a need to improve the availability of evidence of 
actual impacts.  This could be achieved through various [mechanisms] [means], including the 
regular and systematic provision by all Parties of information that is as complete as possible, [in 
particular] [including] through national communications and the regular review of this 
information.  
Option 3: The AWG-KP noted that there is a need to deepen the understanding of potential 
consequences, giving priority to negative consequences on developing countries.  This could be 
achieved through various mechanisms, including regional assessments; a global assessment to be 
carried out by a relevant international organization; and the regular and systematic provision by 
all Parties of information that is as complete as possible (including in national communications 
of Annex I Parties). The AWG-KP noted the need for [a channel] [an expeditious mechanism] 
through which non-Annex I Parties could report impacts and consequences from the policies and 
measures of Annex I Parties on non-Annex I Parties [and the need to establish a common space 
where this exchange of views can take place continuously]. 
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(This sentence provides alternative text regarding provision of information by Parties and could 
be part of the options above): [Parties agreed on the need for impacted Parties to provide more 
information on potential consequences, to be supplied through national communications and 

other relevant documents.]   

9. [The AWG-KP noted that according to Article 2, paragraph 3, of the Kyoto Protocol the CMP 
may take further action to promote the implementation of the commitments of Annex I Parties to 
minimize adverse social, environmental and economic impacts on other Parties of policies and measures 
implemented in accordance with Article 3.  

10. The AWG-KP also noted that according to decision 27/CMP.1 the Compliance Committee shall 
receive questions of implementation submitted by any Party with respect to itself or any Party with 
respect to other Parties (decision 27/CMP.1, section VI of the annex, para. 1 (a) and (b)). 

11. The AWG-KP further noted that the Facilitative Branch shall be responsible for promoting 
compliance by Parties with their commitments under the Protocol, taking into account their common but 
differentiated responsibilities, and respective capacities (decision 27/CMP.1, section IV of the annex, 
para. 4). 

12. The AWG-KP noted that one way to facilitate compliance of Annex I Parties with commitments 
under Article 2, paragraph 3, is through the submission by affected Parties to the Facilitative Branch of 
the Compliance Committee of possible questions of implementation of response measures.]  

13. [The AWG-KP recognized that cooperation among Parties on the further development [and 
application] of technologies could assist [in minimizing negative] [with regard to] potential consequences. 
[It also noted the need for technology [cooperation] [and transfer to developing countries] and 
enhancement of capacities of, developing countries [as well as finance and risk management tools] to 
assist them to assess and deal with potential consequences]].  
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Annex VII 
 

Documents before the Ad Hoc Working Group on Further Commitments for 
Annex I Parties under the Kyoto Protocol on its seventh session 

 

 Documents prepared for the session 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/1 Provisional agenda and annotations.  Note by the Executive 
Secretary 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/2 Scenario note on the seventh session.  Note by the Chair 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/3 Possible elements for amendments to the Kyoto Protocol, 
pursuant to its Article 3, paragraph 9.  Note by the Chair 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/4 Possible elements of a text relating to issues outlined in 
document FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/8, paragraph 49.  Note by 
the Chair 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/INF.1 Elaboration on how to address, where applicable, the 
definitions, modalities, rules and guidelines for the treatment 
of land use, land-use change and forestry.  Note by the Chair 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/INF.2 Further elaboration of possible improvements to emissions 
trading and the project-based mechanisms under the  
Kyoto Protocol.  Note by the Chair 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/INF.3 Information note to facilitate deliberations on potential 
environmental, economic and social consequences, including 
spillover effects, of implementing tools, policies, measures 
and methodologies available to Annex I Parties, taking into 
account the submissions and views contained in documents 
FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/MISC.5, 
FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/MISC.4 and other relevant documents.  
Note by the secretariat 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/MISC.1 and 
Add.1 and 2 

Consideration of the scale of emission reductions to be 
achieved by Annex I Parties in aggregate of the contribution 
of Annex I Parties individually or jointly, consistent with 
Article 4 of the Kyoto Protocol, to the scale of emission 
reductions to be achieved by Annex I Parties in aggregate, and 
of other relevant issues arising from the implementation of the 
work programme of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Further 
Commitments for Annex I Parties under the  
Kyoto Protocol as contained in document 
FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/8, paragraph 49 (c ).  Submissions 
from Parties 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/MISC.2 Views on issues arising from the implementation of the work 
programme of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Further 
Commitments for Annex I Parties under the Kyoto Protocol, 
as contained in document FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/8, 
paragraph 49 (c), that are not covered in document 
FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/MISC.1.  Submissions from Parties 
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FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/MISC.3 and 
Add.1 and 2 

Further input on how the possible improvements to emissions 
trading and the project-based mechanisms, as contained in 
annexes I and II to document FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/5 and 
annexes I and II to document FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/INF.3, 
would function.  Submissions from Parties 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/MISC.4 Information on potential environmental, economic and social 
consequences, including spillover effects, of tools, policies, 
measures and methodologies available to Annex I Parties.  
Submissions from Parties 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/MISC.5, 
Add.1 and Corr.1 

Further elaboration of the options, elements and issues 
contained in annex IV to document FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/3 
and annex III to document FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/5, including 
on which proposals could address cross-cutting issues, and 
how.  Submissions from Parties 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/MISC.6 and 
Add.1 and 2 

Views on the legal implications arising from the work of the 
Ad Hoc Working Group on Further Commitments for  
Annex I Parties under the Kyoto Protocol pursuant to  
Article 3, paragraph 9, of the Kyoto Protocol.  Submissions 
from Parties 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/L.1 Draft report of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Further 
Commitments for Annex I Parties under the Kyoto Protocol 
on its seventh session 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/L.2 Emissions trading and the project-based mechanisms.  Draft 
conclusions proposed by the Chair 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/L.3 Land use, land-use change and forestry.  Draft conclusions 
proposed by the Chair 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/L.4 Consideration of information on potential environmental, 
economic and social consequences, including spillover 
effects, of tools, policies, measures and methodologies 
available to Annex I Parties.  Draft conclusions proposed by 
the Chair 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/L.5 Legal matters.  Draft conclusions proposed by the Chair 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/L.6 Scale of emission reductions by Annex I Parties.   
Draft conclusions proposed by the Chair 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/L.7/Rev.1 Coverage of greenhouse gases, sectors and source categories, 
common metrics, possible approaches for targeting sectoral 
emissions and other issues considered under agenda item 5.  
Revised draft conclusions proposed by the Chair 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/L.8 Other matters.  Draft conclusions proposed by the Chair 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/CRP.1 Workshop on issues relating to the scale of emission 
reductions to be achieved by Annex I Parties.  Report by the 
chair of the workshop 
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FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/CRP.2 Workshop on potential environmental, economic and social 
consequences, including spillover effects, of tools, policies, 
measures and methodologies available to Annex I Parties.  
Report by the chair of the workshop 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2009/CRP.3 Amendment to the Kyoto Protocol pursuant to its Article 3, 
paragraph 9.  Proposal by South Africa 

 

Other documents before the session 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/3 Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Further 
Commitments for Annex I Parties under the Kyoto Protocol 
on its resumed fifth session, held in Bonn from 2 to  
12 June 2008 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/5 Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Further 
Commitments for Annex I Parties under the Kyoto Protocol 
on the first part of its sixth session, held in Accra from 21 to 
27 August 2008 

FCCC/KP/AWG/2008/8 Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Further 
Commitments for Annex I Parties under the Kyoto Protocol 
on its resumed sixth session, held in Poznan from 1 to  
10 December 2008 
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